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Abstract

Design cycle time for complex analog and mixed analog/digital Integrated-Circuits

(IC's) is expected to be drastically reduced with the help of computer-aided design

tools. Unfortunately, very few steps have been taken towards automatic generation

of efficient analog circuits. An important class of analog IC's whose manual design

is particularly time consuming is switched-capacitor filters. This thesis describes a

switched-capacitor filter module generator which can produce optimized layouts for

these circuits, thus saving large amounts of manual design time. Previous efforts in

the area of reducing design cycle times have often resulted in increased areas and re

duced performance in comparison with manual designs. The system described in this

thesis exploits various degrees of freedom in the design of switched-capacitor filters to

generate efficient circuits. Special emphasis has been placed on the physical design

aspect of module generation, due to the heavy dependence of analog performance on

fine details of layout. Experimental results for this system indicate that generation of

area-efficient switched-capacitor filters with good quality is possible in reasonable CPU

times.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the development of

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools for analog Integrated Circuits (ICs).

This can be attributed partly to the need, as dictated by economic fac

tors, to integrate digital and analog functions on the same chip. Such chips

open up applications in telecommunications, data storage, speech process

ing, robotics, and other analog fields. Design time for complex digital ICs

has been dramatically reduced with the help of CAD tools. Without such

tools for analog circuits, which typically occupy a small area of the chip, the

analog design can become a bottle-neck for the overall design of the chip.

In some applications such as filtering, there is a choice between

a digital or an analog solution. For the current 1.25 micron CMOS tech

nologies, a well designed analog circuit typically occupies smaller area and

consumes less power than its digital counterpart. The digital circuit, on the

other hand, is capable of realizing more accuracy. These trade-offs are usu

ally over-shadowed by the fact that most IC designers are oriented towards

digital design, and more effort is required for analog design. Development

of CAD tools, and in particular design automation tools, for analog ICs will

greatly reduce the design effort and amount of expertise needed.



An important class of analog ICs whose manual design and layout

are particularly time consuming are Switched-Capacitor (SC) filters [l]. In

this thesis we focus on automatic synthesis, and specifically physical design

of these filters.

1.2 Analog Versus Digital

In analog systems the signals, which are in the form of voltages,

currents, and charges, are continuous functions of time. By contrast, in

digital systems each signal is represented by a sequence of finite number of

binary digits: therefore, these signals can take on discrete values only. Due

to the binary nature of signals, digital circuits are realized using gates with

only two states, each state being defined in some range of the continuous

signal. This makes digital circuits to a large degree immune to various noise

sources inherent in integrated circuits. Then the design effort can be di

rected mainly towards trade-offs between power consumption, speed, and

area. Since in digital circuits, devices act as switches moving information

between storage elements, they can often have the minimum size permissible

in the process: only those devices on critical paths or driving large loads need

to have radically different sizes.

Analog circuits in general require more design freedom in order to

be applied effectively. They often exploit the full spectrum of capabilities

exhibited by individual devices. In an analog circuit the individual devices

often have substantially different sizes and electrical characteristics. These

circuits require optimization of various performance measures. As an ex

ample, among the performance measures for operational amplifiers are gain,

bandwidth, noise, power supply rejection, dynamic range, offset voltage, and

so on. The importance of each performance measure depends on circuit ap

plication. For this reason, fine tuning plays a crucial role in design of analog

circuits.

Because IC wafer fabrication processes do not produce active and



passive devices with the same stability and accuracy as discrete components,

analog designers over the years have developed circuits which cancel out the

first order variations in key parameters. This means, however that the analog

circuits then become sensitive functions of the second order variations of such

parameters, for example the matching of input devices in differential pairs,

or capacitor matching in SC filters. Sensitivities to second order variations

impose constraints on design and specially layout of analog circuits. These

constraints are in general not present in digital design.

1.3 CAD and Design Automation

The continued shrinking of device dimensions has made it possible

to integrate more functions on the same chip. This increased complexity

has in turn necessitated development of CAD tools to assist designers and

reduce design cycle times and costs. Development of efficient CAD tools

has depended on structured design strategies to reduce the complexity of IC

design. Some properties motivating these strategies are [2]:

Modularity Modularization involves dividing a system into a set of "well

formed*' modules such that the interactions between these modules

are well characterized. For example from a layout point of view, the

phrase "well formed'* corresponds to a well defined physical interface

that indicates the position, name, layer, type. size, and signal type of

external interconnections. Modularity helps the designer to clarify and

document an approach to a problem, and also allows a designer to be

of more utility by checking attributes of a module as it is constructed.

The ability to divide a task into a set of well-defined modules also

aids in a team design where a number of designers have a portion of a

complete chip to design.

Hierarchy The use of hierarchy involves dividing a module into submodules

and then repeating this operation on the submodules until the com-



plexity of the submodules is at an appropriately comprehensible level of

detail. Hierarclry also refers to the abstraction levels through which a

design must pass. For example, the various abstraction levels in digital

design are behavioral, register-transfer, logic-gate, switch, transistor,

and mask-layout.

Regularity The use of iteration to form arrays of identical cells is an ex

ample of the use of regularity in an IC design. However, extended use

may be made of regular structures to simplify the design process. For

example if one was constructing a "data-path,** the interface between

modules (power, ground, clocks, busses) might be common but the

internal details of modules may differ according to function.

Locality By defining well-characterized interfaces for a module, we are effec

tively stating that the internals of the module are unimportant to any

exterior interface. In this way we are performing a form of information

hiding that reduces the apparent complexity of that module.

These properties have been extensively used in the development of strategies

and tools for simulation, synthesis, layout, and testing of digital circuits.

For example simulation tools have been developed for every level of design

hierarchy. This makes it possible to verify the functionality of large digital

designs by simulating entire systems at behavioral level, the complex mod

ules at logic-gate level, and so on. As another example, the combination of

modularity and regularity has contributed to development of standaid-cell

and gate-array layout styles. These styles have proven more amenable to

design automation than irregular structures.

Modularization is a common practice in manual design of analog

circuits. For example, an A/D converter is usually described in terms of

its operational amplifiers, comparators, matching capacitors, matching resis

tors, and switches rather than the individual devices making up the circuit.

Hierarchy is also employed in analog circuit design. An A/D converter is



composed of common functional blocks such as operational amplifiers and

comparators. These functional blocks are themsefres composed of simpler

common blocks such as current mirrors and differential pairs. At the lower

end of the hierarchy we find individual devices such as transistors, resistors,

and so on.

These properties serve as motivation for development of analog

synthesis environments similar to the ones existing for digital design. An

example of a digital synthesis system is the work done at Berkeley. This

system accepts a behavioral or algorithmic description of a digital system

and produces a circuit mask layout through four synthesis steps: behavioral,

structural, logic [3], and layout [4]. A more detailed structure of this system

is presented in figure 1.3. In this system the various modules communicate

through the Oct data manager [5].

Since analog problems are very different from digital, their design

automation requires new methodologies and development of new tools. In

the next section the proposed approaches to automatic synthesis of analog

circuits will be discussed.

1.4 CAD Systems for Analog IC Design

The field of CAD for analog circuits has progressed at a considerably

slower rate than has been the case for digital. Part of the reason has been the

heavier dependence of analog performance on fine details of layout and device

behavior. Another reason might be the present difficulty to identify a level

of abstraction where generic models such as the ones developed for digital

synthesis can be derived. While for digital circuits, several steps have been

taken towards automatic generation of efficient circuits, for analog functions

only few results are available. So far most of the work has been directed

mainly towards reducing design cycle time, often at the expense of area and

performance.

The system reported by Allen [6] can generate layout for some range
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of linear, nonlinear, continuous and discrete-time ICs. Among its capabilities

are SC filters and successive approximation A/D and D/A converters [7]. It

can also produce circuit simulation files for the generated circuits. These

circuits are realized in a standard cell layout style by interconnections of

fixed and programmable pre-designed blocks.

In another system [8], a library of analog standard cells contains

the most common circuit elements including analog switches, operational

amplifiers, comparators, peak detectors, current controlled oscillators. D/A

converters and delay cells. These cells have fixed heights with power supply

rails running along the top and bottom. To generate more complex analog

functions, these cells are automatically placed and routed in a standard cell

layout style. Isolation of digital and large swing analog signals from sensitive

analog signals has been achieved by special design of library cells and by a

placement, strategy to guarantee the containment of sensitive nets in a local

routing channel.

In the methodology for layout generation of analog circuits pre

sented in [9], the circuit is partitioned into functional blocks consisting of

library cells previously developed. The automatic placement and routing is

again performed in a standard cell layout scheme. This system allows the

user to provide an incomplete specification of the basic cells required for the

design. It then scans the Hbrary for the best match between the specified

description and the cells in the Hbrary.

DeGrauwe [10] reported a system which generates device dimen

sions and bias currents for a Hbrary of analog schematics as a function of

technology and desired specifications. The basic Hbrary includes 12 transcon-

ductance ampHfiers, 5 voltage references, 4 operational ampHfiers, 3 low-noise

BIMOS ampHfiers, 1 quartz oscillator and 2 oversampHng A/D converters in

cluding a digital decimation filter. In this approach the expert knowledge

for each type of circuit is hard coded in the framework and also analytical

equations are derived for each circuit in the Hbrary, which is then used to

optimize the performance of the circuit.
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In the knowledge-based approach to analog synthesis reported in

[11]. circuit schematics including device sizes are produced for common ana

log functional blocks. The framework is based on the idea that the cir

cuit topologies are selected from among fixed alternatives: they are not

constructed transistor-by-transistor for each new design. A topology for a

high-level module is specified as an interconnection of subblocks, not as an

interconnection of transistors. Based on this approach a prototype op-amp

synthesis system has been presented.

The approach we have adopted to automatic synthesis of analog

circuits, is to focus on techniques that allow design of circuits with efficiency

comparable to the ones manually designed by skilled designers. To reaHze

this goal the problem of automatic synthesis is decomposed into three closely

coupled stages. In the first stage the components of the design are chosen, to

meet the given performance specifications. Forexample these components for

a telecommunication chip could be an A/D converter with specified accuracy

and speed, a set of switched-capacitor filters, and a DSP processor. In the

second stage the components are synthesized by module generators to meet

the goals set in the first stage [12,13]. In parallel with the first two stages,

simulation has to be performed at the system and component level [14,15,

16.17] (figure 1.2).

This process can be hierarchical in the sense that the modules such

as SC filters can be designed with a similar process. The components of

the filter are chosen and designed to meet the specifications and then can be

automatically generated, placed, and routed (figure 1.3). The only difference

is modules such as SC filters and A/D converters are weU studied and much

is known about the effects of the component selection and architecture on

the system level performance.

Optimization is an important part of module generation [18]. Most

often the synthesis step does not take into account the second order effects.

In the optimization step the design parameters are fine tuned so that the

synthesized circuit with parasitic effects included, meets the specifications.
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In this thesis the module generation aspect of a synthesis system is studied.

1.5 Contribution of the Thesis

Filtering is an important operation in many electronic systems. In

audio, telecommunications and a wide spectrum of other appHcations filters

have been used extensively for pre- and postprocessing of signals. SC filters

are analog sampled data ICs implemented in MOS technology. They are

capable of precision frequency-selective filtering and can be integrated with

digital LSI circuits. Since their advent in the late seventies, these filters have

matured to a great degree.

Since SC filters can be integrated with digital circuits, they are in

direct competition with digital filters. SC filters are generally smaller and

consume less power than similar digital filters in the context of current 1.25
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micron technologies, and unlike digital filters, they do not require the large

front end A/D converters. As a result of the analog nature of SC filters,

their performance is heavily dependent on fine details of device behavior

and layout. This combined with their time varying nature has made their

manual design and layout particularly time consuming, therefore making

them a prime candidate for design automation.

A number of systems have been reported for automatic synthesis of

these filters. Some of these systems are capable of producing layouts for the

generated filters. However, they all have limited use as a result of their layout

strategies. These Hmitations will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. Our goal

in this project was to study the feasibility of a fairly general automated layout

system for SC filters with, very little sacrifice of area efficiency or performance.

This study led to the development of a technology and topology independent

system for generation of efficient single-ended SC filters. The main body of

the thesis is dedicated to presenting this layout system.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

In chapter 2. the principles of operation of SC filters are reviewed. It

is foUowed by a discussion of current approaches to synthesis of these filters.

Then a step-by-step procedure for synthesis of SC ladder filters is presented.

The final section of this chapter is a survey of tools for synthesis of these

filters. In chapter 3. I introduce our strategy for automated layout of SC

filters. I begin this chapter with discussing the issues involved in the layout

of SC filters. Next, I present a survey of reported SC layout tools. Then, the

merits of the new layout strategy are discussed. It is followed by our choice

of input format. FinaHy the organization of the layout system is reviewed.

To exploit this strategy, we have solved a set of layout problems. This is the

topic of the next two chapters. In chapter 4, the problems associated with

generating area/perimeter constant capacitor layouts to meet the proposed

layout strategy are discussed in detail. To solve these problem, several algo-
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rithms are developed. In this chapter the performance of each algorithm is

analyzed both mathematically and experimentally. In chapter 5, the place

ment and routing stages of layout generation are presented. First algorithms

for Hnear placement of modules to minimize the routing area and improve

the quality of the routing are presented. Then, the features of MIGHTY

[19]. the channel router employed by the system, are discussed. I finish this

chapter by presenting the method we have developed to shield the unwanted

crossovers in the routing channels. In chapter 6, experimental results on a

set of prototype filters generated using the layout system and fabricated in

a 3 micron CMOS technology are discussed. As a consequence of our ex

periments, we observed a trade-off between the total capacitance and power

supply rejection of the filters. Chapter 7 is a discussion of extension of ideas

of this thesis to other appHcations, such as fully-differential architectures and

A/D converters.



Chapter 2

Synthesis of

Switched-Capacitor filters

2.1 Introduction

The basis for operation of switched capacitor filters originated from

the observation that if a capacitor is periodically switched between two volt

age sources, it acts as a resistor between the two sources [20]. In other words,

the switches transform the capacitor, a non-dissipative memory element,

into a dissipative memoiyless one. In Figure 2.1 capacitor C is periodicaUy

switched between two voltage sources T-'i and V2. Then the average current

V, w Vo

Figure 2.1: A switched capacitor.

13
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flowing from \\ to V2 is C{\\ —V2)fe where fc is the switching frequency.

Therefore the switched capacitor behaves like a resistor having a value ^.
This idea was later incorporated into the development of circuit techniques in

MOS technology where the fundamental precision of the analog quantity was

defined by the ratio of two on chip MOS capacitors. These circuits are typ

ically comprised of capacitors, operational ampHfiers, and clock-controUed

switches. With proper process design, the monoHthic MOS capacitor shows

very stable characteristics with respect to changes in temperature and volt

age. While the absolute value of the capacitance exhibits random processing

variations of the order of 10-20 percent, with proper layout techniques, the

MOS capacitor ratio can be made accurate to within 0.1 percent.

Initial SC filters suffered from sensitivity to non-Hnear parasitic

capacitances associated with various nodes in the circuit. For this reason,

the capacitors had to be designed substantially larger than these parasitics in

order to maintain the analog precision. This contributes to large filter areas

and severely Hmits the frequency range of operation of the filter by heavily

loading the operational ampHfiers. This shortcoming was overcome by the

advent of parasitic-insensitive circuit techniques [21]. This chapter starts

with presenting a parasitic-insensitive SC integrator, followed by discussing

the general parasitic-insensitivity condition for two phase SC filters.

There have been a number of design techniques reported for SC

filters. The two most common SC filter reaHzations are cascade of second

order sections and ladder-type designs. In section 2.4 the two teclmiques are

discussed.

The sampled-data nature of SC filters calls for their design to be

carried out in the discrete frequency (z) domain [22]. Nevertheless, a com

mon practice in the design of SC filters is to evaluate the filter's capacitor

ratios directly from the time constants associated with the continuous ac

tive filter having the desired frequency response. The frequency response of

the resulting SC filter closely approximates the desired response if the filter

time constants are many times smaller than the sampHng frequency. This
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assumption is supported by the foUowing argument:

To avoid aliasing effects, the incoming signals to SC filters should be

band-Hmited to less than half the sampHng frequency. This is typically

carried out by a continuous-time active pre-filter. In order to ease the

pre-filtering requirements, the frequency range of operation of the filter

is kept many times smaller than the sampling frequency.

The approximation method of synthesis is illustrated in section 2.5 by pre

senting an approach to the deign of ladder-type filters. First, a systematic

approach to map the continuous LC ladder filter to interconnections of inte

grators is presented. This section also deals with mapping of finite transmis

sion zero elements into capacitive coupHng of integrators. Then, mapping of

continuous element values into capacitor ratios is discussed. It is followed

by discussion of optimization of dynamic range and capacitor ratio spread

via circuit transformations. The factors involved in choosing the switching

scheme will also be studied. Finally adjustment of capacitor ratios for design

centering is considered.

In some cases the designs resulting from approximate synthesis are

not acceptable. One solution is to fine-tune the capacitor ratios to match the

desired response. This can be achieved by using mathematical programming

techniques [23]. Another approach is to design the filter directly in the

z-domain. These techniques have been employed in the development of a

number of automatic SC filter synthesis systems. In the final section, these

systems will be discussed.

2.2 LDI Bottom-Plate Integrator

A switched-capacitor filter can be viewed as an active RC filter,

where each resistor has been replaced by a combination of a capacitor and

few switches. The switches are implemented by MOS transistors with clock

controUed gates. Since the basic building block of an active RC filter is
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Cu

V3 V2

Figure 2.2: A switched-capacitor integrator/summer.

active integrator/summer, we can gain insight into the operation of SC fil

ters by examining an SC implementation of integrator/summer (figure 2.2).

Assuming ideal elements, the circuit of figure 2.2 can be described by the

following z-transform equation [24]:

v0 =-§M-i +_£L_.(.-ii 3- r2) (2.1)

If the fastest fluctuations of the input voltage are much slower than the clock

frequency, namely $T << 1, where T is one clock period, then

1 - z~l = 1 - e"*7 % sT,

r~2 ss 1 % 1

Substituting these approximate expressions in Equation 2.1 we find:

V. * -7?V, +-£pr(l3 - Vt)
C, si Li

(2.2)



The above expression shows that this circuit acts as an integrator/summer

with a time constant of y-ft- for the range of frequencies s <C j. Thus, the

operation of the circuit depends on the capacitor ratios and not on their

absolute values. This remains true when several integrating blocks are in

terconnected to form more compHcated circuits. As discussed earHer. an

accuracy of the order of 0.1% can be achieved for the ratio of two on chip

MOS capacitors [25]. .The clock frequency can also be controlled very accu

rately. Thus, the time constants of SC filters can be reaHzed with excellent

accuracies.

The most common use of SC filters has been in the voice band

appHcations, where the required filter time constants are on the order of 10

Krad/sec. Integrated active RC filters requiring such time constants, take

up prohibitively large siHcon areas, typically hundreds of times larger than

what would be required for SC implementation of these filters.

For sufficiently large op-amp gains, this SC integrator is insensitive

to the harmful effects of stray capacitances between various nodes of the

circuit and ground. For this reason, this integrator known as LDI bottom

plate integrator, has been extensively used in the design of practical SC

filters. In the following section the general condition of stray-insensitivity

for SC filters wiU be presented.

2.3 Stray-Insensitive Switched-Capacitor Fil

ters

In SC filters, parasitic capacitances exist at every node of the cir

cuit. Each parasitic capacitance affects some performance parameter of the

filter. Consider again the SC integrator/summer discussed above, where the

parasitic capacitances associated with each node are represented by a single

lumped capacitor from that node to the ground (figure 2.3). The parasitics

Cpi, CP2, Cp3, Cp4, and Cpg add to the capacitive loading of the various oper-
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Cp5 -r-

V3 V2

Cp2 ={= =4= Cp3

V V

Figure 2.3: An integrator/summer with nodal parasitic capacitances.
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ational ampHfiers. They should be taken into account when designing the

op-amps. The paxasitics Cp5 and Cp6 must be included in calculating the RC

time constants when designing the switch sizes. Parasitic capacitance Cp- is

generally comprised of a component to the negative supply and a component

to the positive supply. Therefore, this parasitic is critical in determining the

power supply rejection (PSR) of the integrator and hence, that of the entire

SC filter.

If the op-amps and switches are designed correctly, the parasitics

mentioned so far. except for Cp5. do not affect the fundamental precision of

the filter. However, if \\ is used as an inverting input to the integrator, Cp5 is

charged in parallel with C8. thus changing the gain constant associated with

that input. So, it becomes apparent that \\ should be connected to analog

ground if the integrator is to be parasitic-insensitive. In that case, Cp5 is

switched between analog ground and the virtual ground of the ampHfier, and

has no effect on the frequency response of the filter. Thus, this integrator

becomes to a first order parasitic-insensitive, if V3 and V2 are used as the

non-inverting and inverting inputs of the integrator, respectively.

In general the stray insensitivity condition for a two phase SC net

work can be stated as foUowing [26,27]:

The frequency response of a two phase SC filter is to a first order

parasitic-insensitive if every capacitor terminal is EITHER connected

to an input source, op-amp input, op-amp output, or the ground. OR

switched between an op-amp input and the ground, an op-amp output

and the ground, two op-amp outputs, an op-amp output and an input

source, or an input source and the ground.

In the remaining of this chapter, only parasitic-insensitive SC struc

tures will be discussed.
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2.4 Design Methods

While a number of design methods such as SC Nrpath [28] and

multiple-loop feedback [29,30] have been reported for SC filters, the majority

of practical designs and all of the automatic synthesis tools are based on one

of the following two approaches:

• Cascade first and second-order sections (biquads) to obtain the desired

filtering function [31.32]. This is the most straight-forward method to

apply.

• Design the SC filter based on the doubly-terminated LC ladder network

[33.34].

The popularity of cascade design method has been mainly due to the follow

ing:

• Any transfer function of the form:

De(s) sn + a„_13n-1 + -" + 015 + 00 '

Arf(*) _ cm:m +c^z""1 +... +Clr +co
Dd(z) z« + dn-i^-1 + -~ + dlz + d0

can be reaHzed as cascade of first and second order sections.

or

• A large number of easy-to-design-and-tune SC biquad structures have

been reported [35.31.32.27]. The majority of these structures are based

on the active RC reaHzation of biquads. which have been thoroughly

studied in the literature.

• Different biquad sections can be clocked at different rates. Thus, we

can make very efficient use of the siHcon area by using multiple clock

rates [36].
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The main drawback of the cascade design approach is that the resulting

designs are inherently more sensitive to component variations than are the SC

ladder topologies. A weU designed SC ladder filter has minimum sensitivity

to element variations in the pass-band. In fact, their analog prototypes have

zero sensitivity when the power transfer is matched between the source and

load. For this reason SC ladder structures are preferred over cascade designs

for high order and high Q filters.

The most widely used strategy to derive parasitic-insensitive SC fil

ters from the LC ladder prototypes is based on the simulation of the voltage-

current relations of the analog filter. These filters can be designed on the

basis of simple approximations which are vaHd for clock frequencies much

larger than the fastest fluctuations of the input voltage. In case the devi

ation of the frequency response from ideal resulting from an approximate

design is not acceptable, an exact but more compHcated design strategy may

be used [37,38,34,39,40]. An alternative approach is to fine-tune the capaci

tor ratios of the approximate design to meet the desired frequency response.

This will be illustrated in the following section.

A systematic procedure for the design of cascaded SC filters has

been proposed in [32]. In the following section a step-by-step procedure for

the design of parasitic-insensitive SC ladder filters based on the simulation

of the voltage-current relations of the analog filter will be presented.

2.5 A Synthesis Procedure for SC Ladder Fil

ters

There is a large body of knowledge and experience with passive lad

der networks. Thus, it is natural to design SC filters to emulate the behavior

of these networks. A method which retains the low-sensitivity properties

of ladder networks, is to simulate the voltage-current relations of the pas

sive ladder networks via signal flow graphs. This simulation will result in
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SC networks comprising damped and lossless integrator and/or second order

resonator sections.

The first step in the synthesis of SC ladder filters (figure 2.4) is

to realize the passive ladder network to meet the given frequency response

specifications. In this approach, the filter synthesis program Filsyn [41] has
been employed for this purpose. Figure 2.5 shows the general form of passive

ladder networks transformable to SC ladder filters through the steps outHned

in this section. Before mapping the passive ladder into interconnections of

integrators, the L and C loops which might exist in the passive filter should

be broken. Inductor loops can result in unstable D.C. conditions [24], while

breaking the capacitor loops wiU result in fewer number of op-amps in the

SC implementation of the filter [33]. These loops can be broken through the

Thevenin equivalent circuit transformations shown in figure 2.6. The trans

formed network can be realized as a leapfrog interconnection of integrators

(figure 2.7). The time constant associated with each integrator is propor

tional to a corresponding capacitor or inductor value of the transformed

passive network. Namely:

Ti =RQ or t{ =-^-,

where R is a free parameter which is later used to optimize the capacitor ratio

spread of the resulting SC filter. The resistive terminations are simulated as

feedbacks closing around the integrator whose one input is the input of the

filter and the integrator whose output is the output of the filter. The gain

constant associated with a resistive termination Rt has a value of -^ if the

integrator corresponds to an inductor or •$• if it corresponds to a capacitor.
The voltage-controlled voltage sources are simulated as feed-forward and

feedback paths between the integrator outputs. A step whose importance

becomes clear shortly, is to negate the polarity of the coupHng paths which

feed into the outputs of the integrators. This can be easily accompHshed by

reversing the polarity of every signal coming into and going out of one of the

two integrators incident to a coupHng path (figure 2.8). This operation does
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Frequency Response Specifications

Generate Passive Ladder Prototype

Break C and L Loops

Generate Signal Flow Graph

Negate Polarity of CoupHng Paths

Convert SFG to SC Network

Evaluate Capacitor Ratios

deduce Ratio Spread in High Q Section;

Scale for Maximum Dynamic Range

EstabHsh Switching Scheme

Adjust. Capacitor Ratios

Figure 2.4: The synthesis steps for SC ladder filters.
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(a)

L4 + L3

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) A section of a passive ladder network containing capacitor

and inductor loops, (b) Its Thevenin equivalent circuit.
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Figure 2.7: A signal flow graph representation of the passive ladder segment

of figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.8: Changing the polarity of coupHng paths.

not change the transfer function of the filter since all the loop gains remain

the same.

At this point, the resulting Signal Flow Graph (SFG) can be used

to generate an SC ladder filter. This is done by implementing each integra

tor as an LDI SC integrator/summer discussed previously. All the coupHng

paths which feed into the outputs of the integrators in the SFG have nega

tive values. Thus, they can be reaHzed via the summing capacitors. Those

coupHng paths feeding into the input of the integrators can be reaHzed via

the sampHng capacitors. For a clocking period T. ratios of integrating to

sampHng capacitors become:

2Il-.IL

where a = 1 if the above ratio doesn't correspond to a resistive feedback

path. Otherwise, o: = ^ or a = -£• if the integrator emulates an inductor
or a capacitor, respectively. The ratio of a summing to an integrating ca-
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pacitor is simply the absolute value of the gain constant associated with the

corresponding path. There is a degree of freedom in choosing the switching

phases. This will be discussed later.

If the filter contains high Q resonator sections, the capacitor ratio

spread can be reduced by converting the switched-capacitor inputs of an

integrator into continuous coupHngs at the input of the other integrator of the

same resonator [24] (figure 2.9). This transformation is expected to improve

the noise performance of the filter by reducing the number of switches in the

circuit. One drawback is the settHng behavior of the op-amps within the

filter becomes more complex as a result of additional continuous coupHng

paths.

The generated SC filter can now be scaled for maximum dynamic

range. The idea behind scaling comes from the following observation:

If all the branches connected to the output of an op-amp in an SC

filter are multipHed by some factor fct, the output voltage of that op-

amp is reduced by the same constant factor without affecting any other

charges or voltages in the filter.

It has been shown that for maximum dynamic range, all op-amp outputs

should be scaled such that each ( at its own maximum frequency ) saturates

for the same input voltage level [42]. It should be noted that the logarithmic

sensitivity of the filter to element variations remains unchanged by the above

scaHng operation. ScaHng for maximum dynamic range can be performed in

the foUowing manner:

1. Set the ampHtude of the input voltage sweep to the largest value for

which the output op-amp does not saturate.

2. For each op-amp i. excluding the output op-amp, calculate Vu, the

maximum value of the output voltage over all frequencies. This value

usually occurs near a passband edge.
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Figure 2.9: Circuit transformation for reducing capacitor ratio spread in high

Q resonators, (a) Before transformation, (b) After transformation.
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Figure 2.10: The SC integrator of figure 2.2 after scaHng for maximum dy

namic range.

3. For each op-amp i as above, multiply all the capacitors connected or

switched to its output by fc, = ^-, where i;.m isthe saturation voltage
of op-amp i.

As a result of scaHng operation, some integrators might require additional

switched capacitors to accommodate different gains for different input polar

ities (figure 2.10).

At the next step, the value of the impedance scale' R is evaluated to

minimize the maximum capacitor ratio. Let us assume the set of capacitor

ratios related to parameter R are given by:

{{|}, toR)) «- =l. —» ,j-l.--.m,

where a,*s and 6/s are constant parameters. Then, Ropt the optimum value

of R is given by:

Ropt =
maxJ£m(6j)

^ maxten(af)
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As mentioned before, there is some degree of freedom in choosing

the switching scheme. In figure 2.11a. both switched-capacitors Cur and C«/

implement inverting inputs to the integrator. In figure 2.11b. the clock phases

of the top and bottom switches of Cur have been swapped, so that a single

switch can be used at the input of the integrator for both switched capacitors.

This reduces the channel charge injection into the input of the integrator.

This step does not affect the transfer function of the filter as long as there

is no resistive feedback path around the integrator. For damped integrators,

the clock phasing determines whether the feedback loop is delay free or it

takes a full clock cycle to go around a loop (figure 2.12). Choi [24] has shown

that using fuU delay termination in one end and zero delay at the other

en.d of the SC filter (complex conjugate terminations) can result in better

approximation of the desired frequency response. Then, according to the

arguments above, the switching scheme should be estabHshed for minimum

number of switches connected to the input of each ampHfier, and if possible,

for complex conjugate terminations.

As a result of the approximate nature of the design, the generated

SC filter might not meet the frequency response specifications. In order to

meet the specifications, the capacitor ratios can be adjusted with the help of

mathematical programming techniques [23]. Figure 2.5 shows the effect of

optimization on the pass-band response of a ninth order low-pass SC ladder

filter designed according to the steps above. The clock frequency is 64 KHz.

The specifications require 0.25 dB passband ripple with cut-off frequency at

6 KHz. The bandstop requirement are: -26 dB at 7.5 KHz. -45 dB at 9 KHz.

and -80dB at 18 KHz. The approximate design easily met the bandstop

specifications. However, the original passband ripple was 0.44 dB which is

unacceptable.

The process above has been incorporated into a program for auto

matic synthesis of SC ladder filters. Other such efforts are described in the

next section.
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Figure 2.11: Reducing the number of input switches. The circuit of Figure

(b) has one less switch than the circuit of Figure (b).
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Figure 2.12: (a) FuU delay termination, (b) Zero delay termination.
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Figure 2.13: Pass-band response of the optimized SC ladder filter.

2.6 Review of Automatic Synthesis Systems

The system reported by Eaton [43] is capable of synthesizing para

sitic insensitive low-pass SC ladder filters for classical designs (e.g. Butter-

worth. Chebychev, elliptic, etc.). The generated filters are scaled for maxi

mum dynamic range. In this system there is a choice of either an approximate

LDI or an exact [39] design methodology.

The system reported by Assael [44]. is capable of synthesizing low-

sensitivity low-pass and bandpass SC ladder filters for standard polynomial

approximations and also for elliptic filters. The capacitor values are evalu

ated for maximum dynamic range. An approximate LDI or an exact bilinear

designs are possible with this system.

Sanchez-Sinecio [45] reported a program for synthesis of biquad SC

filters. The program accepts either a frequency specification, an s-domain

transfer function, or a z-domain transfer function for the filter. It permits

trade-offs between sensitivity, dynamic range, and total capacitance of the

filter.

Another program for synthesis of biquad SC filters has been re-
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ported in [46]. The program accepts an amplitude frequency specification

for the filter. Then, it evaluates the poles and zeros of the classical type trans

fer function to meet the desired frequency response. The dynamic range of

the filter is optimized by pairing the poles and zeros of the transfer function

and ordering of the resulting biquad stages. Finally, the SC filter topology

and capacitor ratios are evaluated for each biquad section.

While there is some optimization performed in the reported syn

thesis systems, there are many more degrees of freedom yet to be explored.

An example for this is the optimal choice of the integrating capacitor values.

These values affect, among many, the area, noise, and power supply rejection

of the filter. An optimal decision requires accurate measures of the perfor

mance criteria. This is possible only after a layout is generated for the filter

and the paxasitics are extracted from it. Then, an optimization step can be

used to produce more efficient circuits.



Chapter 3

Layout Strategies for

Switched-Capacitor Filters

3.1 Introduction

The performance of analog ICs depends heavily on fine details of

layout. This has been part of the reason why manual layout has been the

most time consuming aspect of the design cycle for most analog ICs and

in particular SC filters. The development of a number of automatic layout

systems for these filters is thus motivated. As it will be discussed later in this

chapter, an important shortcoming of earlier systems is that they do not make

as efficient use of the area as does manual layout. Area directly translates

into cost, and also larger area prevents integration of more functions on the

same chip. In order to approach the area efficiency of manual layouts, a

strategy with three basic characteristics has been adopted. The heart of

this strategy is the use of a layout floor-plan patterned after a style widely

used in manual layout of these filters. The second aspect of this strategy is

to take advantage of the flexibility inherent in the design of ratio-accurate

capacitors to obtain more area efficient layouts. The final aspect is to route

all the signals including the sensitive signals automatically to obtain more

area-efficiency and extend the capabilities of the system to a larger class of

36



circuits.

This chapter starts with a review of technological considerations

for the layout of SC filters. An important decision is the choice between

a single-ended or a fully differential architecture. These architectures are

introduced and compared in the last part of this section. Previous work

in the area of automatic layout of SC filters will be discussed in Section

3.3. The final section describes an automatic layout system based on the

approach discussed above. This section starts with introducing the floor-

planning strategy. Then the choice of input format is discussed. Finally, the

organization of the layout system is presented.

3,2 Considerations for the Layout of Switched-

Capacitor Filters

3.2.1 Capacitor Ratio Accuracy

To a first order the value of a monolithic MOS capacitor with a

rectangular shape of dimensions W and L is given by:

c=ea€oxWL (31)

If the variables are statistically independent, then the normalized standard

deviation in the capacitor value is

C &)'♦(£)'♦»)'♦(¥)
21 L

(3.2:

The errors associated with the first two terms of the equation above are re

ferred to as oxide effects, and the errors associated with the last two terms

are called the edge effects. For large capacitors the oxide effects are dominant

while for small capacitors, the edge effects are dominant. To avoid system

atic errors resulting from process variations and mask moverments, MOS

capacitors are often realized as parallel connections of several smaller identi

cal units commonly referred to as vunit-capacitors" [25]. Then, the the ratio
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Figure 3.1: Accurate capacitor ratioing.

of the area of the capacitor to the total perimeter of the plate defining the

capacitor is constant for each capacitor in the set of ratioed capacitors. Tins

eliminates the effects of systematic errors on the ratio of nearby MOS ca

pacitors having identical unit-capacitors. Then the only remaining sources

of error are the random process variations. With this strategy, capacitor

ratio-accuracies of the order of 0.1 percent are achievable, even though the

absolute values of monolithic capacitors typically vary by ±20 percent.

Let us derive a relationship between ratio accuracy and the shape of

a unit capacitor. With a procedure similar to the one given in [47] it can be

shown that for a W x L fim2 MOS capacitor C. with all the systematic errors

reduced to zero, the normalized standard deviation from nominal capacitor
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value can be given by:

C " V eI2TT'2 +A° £2^.-2 '

where process-dependent, geometry-independent parameters Ke and K0 are

edge-effect and oxide-effect factors respectively. Now, consider an array of

two capacitors Cm and C„, made of parallel connections of m and n identical

unit capacitors C. respectively. Let us denote r = 90, > 1 to be the ratio of

the two capacitors. Since we have assumed that systematic errors have been

reduced to zero, Cm and C„ are statistically independent. Then, for small

deviations from nominal values we can write:

Recognizing that Cm = mC. <j2c = ma2c. and similarly for C„, we obtain:

_m<Tc /I 1
n C \ m n

For a given C: the minimum ar is achieved when L= W= y§^ (square
geometn*). If typical values of K0 and A"e are known for a given process,

then the size of square unit capacitor to result in a <rr for a given ratio ^ can

be evaluated. In some cases, the unit capacitor size required to achieve the

noise and PSR requirements of the filter is larger than the value determined

above. Then, there would be a degree of freedom in choosing the shape

of the unit-capacitor to guarantee the same capacitor ratio accuracy. The

minimum side dimension of such rectangular unit-capacitors can be evalu

ated by substituting W = Ctn/CL in the equations above and solving for the
value of L which results in a given aT. The layout system to be described,

takes advantage of flexible unit-capacitor shapes to obtain more area-efficient

lavouts.
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3.2.2 Techniques for Improving Power Supply Rejec

tion

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the parasitic capacitance

Cpr (figure 2.3) is of critical importance in determining the PSR of an SC

filter. To a first order, the ratio of this capacitor to the integrating capacitor

determines the low frequency PSR. To minimize the contribution of the ca

pacitors to CP7, only the top-plates of the capacitors should be connected to

the summing nodes of the op-amps. This could also reduce leakage current

effects. Another procedure is to place a grounded well under the capacitors

to shield the capacitor plates from substrate noise. In order to minimize the

contribution of the switches to Cpt. a number of measures can be taken:

• If possible, the interconnect lines which are connected to the summing

nodes of the amplifiers should be shielded.

• In CMOS technologies, one should use single-channel switches for the

top-plates, and full transmission gates for the bottom plates.

• For each integrator, use only one set of top-plate switches. These

switches should be as small as possible.

In some applications such as high Q bandpass filters, the PSR of the filter

might be poor even with the above provisions. For them, a fully-differential

architecture is desirable. This will be discussed in the next section.

3.2.3 Fully-Differential Versus Single-Ended Architec

tures

Every SC filter can be implemented in either a single-ended or a

fully differential architecture [48,24]. In the latter, the effective signal swing is

doubled relative to the former, by the use of a differential output integrator

(figure 3.2). In fully-differential architectures, the signals injected due to

power supply variations and clock charge injections are greatly reduced due
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Figure 3.2: A fully-differential SC integrator.

to balanced signal paths. The disadvantages of fully-differential technique

are filter areas are larger than single-ended versions, and differential to single

ended conversion is necessary in most applications.

In this section, the requirements for the layout of both architecture

are examined. I start by Usting the reqiurements common to both architec

tures:

• In order for two capacitors to track, their unit-capacitors should be of

the same size and shape.

• All the capacitors belonging to the same integrator have to be accu

rately ratioed with the integrating capacitor of that integrator.

• It is desirable to place the tracking capacitors close to each other to

reduce the effects of uniform thickness gradient on matching of capac

itors.

• The lower plate of each capacitor must be connected to a voltage source
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or switched between voltage sources, so that the nonlinear parasitic

capacitance between the lower plate and the substrate does not effect

the filter response. Therefore, only the top-plate of each capacitor can

be connected or switched to the summing inputs of an op-amp.

Requirements particular to a single-ended architecture are:

• The non-inverting op-amp inputs should be kept at a constant voltage,

and cannot be connected to a signal voltage: otherwise, the filter re

sponse will be sensitive to the parasitic capacitances associated with

the inverting input.

• The paxasitics associated with the wiring to summing nodes should

be reduced, or if possible, eliminated. These paxasitics distort the

frequency response, and degrade the power supply rejection and noise

of the filter.

Requirements particulax to fully-differential architecture are:

• The parasitic capacitances due to switches, bus lines, and substrate

connected to the inverting input of each op-amp should match those

connected to the non-inverting input of the same op-amp.

• Each pair of differential capacitors should have identical layouts, and

should be placed close to each other.

• In a truly differential architecture, the layout should be insensitive to

mask movements; namely, a pair of differential elements, should have

identical layouts in lieu of mask movements.

We conclude that the constraints on signal routing axe very different for

the two architectures. It will be shown later that it is possible to obtain

area-efficient layouts with good performance for single-ended filters by us

ing standard routing tools: however, this is not the case for fully-differential
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architectures. For these architectures, new routing tools are needed to max

imize the symmetry of the differential signals while minimizing the routing

area. To take advantage of existing routing tools, we placed our initial ef

fort on generating layouts for single-ended architectures, the subject of the

remaining of this thesis.

3.3 Systems for Automatic Layout of Switched-

Capacitor Filters

A number of automatic layout systems for switched-capacitor filters

have been described previously.

Allen [6] reported the first system for automatic layout of SC fil

ter. This system uses a standard-cell layout scheme for placing and routing

fixed height bi-quad sections to generate the filter layout (figure 3.3). Each

parameterized bi-quad section is made up of two op-amp sections, cascaded

with a number of capacitor tile sections. In this approach, the summing

node connections (sensitive signals) are hidden inside the bi-quad sections

to ease the task of placement and routing. An important shortcoming of

this and other similar parameterized bi-quad/integrator layout approaches

is that they do not make as efficient use of the silicon area as does manual

layout. This is partly due to the semi-rigid structure of the bi-quad sections

which leaves only few parameters adjustable for area optimization, and also

due to the large area used up by signal bussing. Another characteristics is

the use of a large number of leaf cells which must be regenerated for each

new technology.

In the analog standard cell systemreported by Kimble [8] the signals

are routed in alternating sensitive and insensitive channels (Figure 3.4). In

this system the channel router routes certain classes of nets before others to

achieve higher performance.

In the system reported by Pletersek [49], the signals are routed in
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Figure 3.4: Standard-cell layout scheme reported in [8]

separate analog and digital channels to reduce the cross-talk between analog

and digital signals (figure 3.5). The sensitive signals are hidden inside pre

designed bi-quad sections. These sections are blocks of fixed height with

variable widths depending on the total number of unit-capacitors associated

with that block. This is another example of parameterized bi-quad approach.

In the gate-array style strategy reported by Sigg [50], the capacitor

top-plate as well as the interconnection masks are automatically generated

for an otherwise pre-designed array of integrators (figure 3.6). While the fab

rication turn-around time for generated niters is short, the gate-array nature

of the system results in very large areas as compared to manual layouts.

In summary the above systems have one or more of the following

limitations:

• The area of a generated filter is much larger than that of a compact

custom layout of the same filter in the same technology.

• The system is designed around one technology or, if it is technology
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Figure 3.5: Standard-cell layout scheme reported in [49]



Figure 3.6: Gate-array style layout scheme reported in [50]

independent adopting the system to a new technology requires a large

effort.

• The system works only with a library of elements specifically designed

for it.

In the next section, our layout strategy for a technology-and-topology

independent system capable of producing area efficient layouts will be pre

sented.

3.4 A New Approach to Automatic Layout

of Switched-Capacitor Filters

3.4.1 Floor-planning strategy

The basic floor-plan consists of an array of capacitors located in

between an array of operational amplifiers and an array of switches (Figure

3.7). This arrangement of operational amplifiers and switches is guided by
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Figure 3.7: The Floor-Planning Strategy
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the bus sharing of the modules in their respective arrays. Each set of capac

itors belonging to the same integrator makes up one capacitor block. The

capacitors in the same block have identical unit capacitors; however, unit

capacitors of different capacitor blocks need not be identical. The size of the

unit-capacitor for each block is that of the smallest capacitor in that block.

While the unit-capacitor area is constant, its aspect ratio can be manipulated

to obtain more compact layouts.

The signals are routed in two channels, one between the capacitor

blocks and operational ampHfiers (op-amp channel), and another between

the switches and capacitor blocks (switch channel). The spacing between

capacitor blocks are used as route-through channels for connections between

the op-amp and switch channels. Both terminals of each capacitor directly

connected to the input of an op-amp are incident to the op-amp channel.

Similarly, both terminals of each capacitor switched to the the input of an

op-amp are incident to the switch channel. The clock lines run above the

switches away from switch channel.

The op-amps can be chosen from any standard cell library, as long

as all the op-amps used in the same layout have the same height, share

the same busses, and have input and output terminals on the same side.

These conditions are not restrictive since a large number of industrial op-

amps used in SC applications are designed in this manner. The switches

also have the same height, but possibly variable widths. Each switch should

have on one side terminals connecting to the clock lines, and on the other

side terminals connecting to op-amps or capacitors. Generation of compact

layouts, entirely from the individual transistor dimensions and spacing rules,

for these switches is possible because of their simple structures. An example

of a scalable double-throw CMOS swatch is shown in figure 3.8.

This floor-planning strategy serves many purposes:

• By using a channel router, and capacitor and switch generators, the

entire layout of a filter, except for the op-amps, can be generated from
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Figure 3.8: An example of a scalable switch,

connectivity information, spacing rules, and capacitor and switch sizes.

• Any circuit comprising switches, capacitors and op-amps, with any

number of clock phasings can be implemented in this floor-planning

style.

• The routing area, and the quality of routing can be optimized by or

dering modules in their respective arrays.

• The degrees of freedom in the layout of capacitor blocks can be utilized

to obtain more compact layouts.

• By proper design of the capacitor blocks, the capacitor top-plates which

belong to the same net can be shared inside the capacitor block. This

reduces the number of sensitive signals in each channel.

• The clock lines are separated from analog signal lines to reduce the

coupling of digital and analog signals.
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• Since the capacitors and most of the routing areas are separated from

the switches and op-amps, a grounded well can be placed under the

capacitors and large area of the routing channels to isolate the capacitor

plates and most of the signal lines from substrate noise.

To utilize effectively this floor-planning strategy, we had to solve many prob

lems, including the generation of capacitor blocks to meet the floor-planning

strategy, and ordering the modules to reduce area and improve performance.

These are the topics of Chapters 4 and 5.

3.4.2 The Input Format

The system requires the following information for layout compila

tion:

• A SPICE-like input file for describing the circuit connectivity, capacitor

values, switch sizes and library pointers.

• A file for specifying various technology dependent information such as

spacing rules.

• The bounding box and terminal locations for each library element spec

ified in the circuit file.

The format of the circuit file, which resembles that of SPICE [51], was chosen

for simplicity, ease of use. and generality. Each element in the circuit is

specified by an element card that contains the element name, the circuit

nodes to which the element is connected, and parameter value(s) or library

pointer for the circuit element. Nodes are name or number fields, and the

datum (ground) node must be numbered zero (0). The first letter of the

element specifies the element type. There are five types of elements allowed

in the circuit file: capacitors, op-amps, switches, input elements, and output

elements. The input, and output elements specify respectively the input and



sl 2 cl2 8 ell 4

s2 3 cl2 9 ell 0

s3 in ell 7 cl2 4

s4 1 cl2 6 ell 0

cl 6 7 l.pF

c2 1 2 2.34pF c2

c3 8 9 2.1pF

c4 3 4 16.3pF

el 2 0 0 1 0TA2

e2 4 0 0 3 OTA1

Figure 3.9: An example of a circuit file.
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output nets of the filter. An example of a circuit file for a second order filter

is shown in figure 3.9.

Since the system is designed to be technology independent, it re

quires new information for every new teclmology. A set of generic layers and

design ride parameters have been defined to allow for various possibilities in

generating layouts for the capacitors, switches, and generating the wiring.

The mapping of technology parameters to this set is possible through the

teclmology file.

3.4.3 Flow of the System

The system goes through several optimization stages, as shown in

figure 3.10, before producing the final mask layout. The program starts

with processing the input information. In the circuit file the capacitor nodes

are not yet committed to be the top-plate or the bottom-plate. This is be

cause such information is automatically extracted from circuit connectivity.

The capacitor top-plate is designated to be the node directly connected or

switched to an input of an op-arnp. The bottom-plate is the node directly

connected or switched to an output of an op-arnp or a voltage source. All

the capacitors with top-plates associated with the same op-amp input are

assigned to the same integrating block. For each capacitor in an integrating

block the ratio of its value to that of the smallest capacitor in the block is

evaluated. Then, the size of the unit-capacitor for each integrating block is

that of the smallest capacitor in the block. If no library names are specified

for the switches, the layout for each unspecified switch is generated from tech

nology information and the switch sizes. N-channel double throw switches

are generated for those connecting the top-plates of the switched capacitors

to the summing nodes of the op-amps or to the ground. Complementary

double throw switches are generated for all other ones.

The capacitor arrays are generated in three stages. In the first stage

the aspect ratio of the unit capacitors and the number of unit capacitors



Read Input

Generate Switches

i
Process Library Modules

i
Evaluate Capacitor Ratios

I
Evaluate Dimensions of Capacitor Blocks

i
Order Capacitor Blocks to Minimize
Estimated Total Number of Tracks

i
Order Op-Amps. Switches to Minimize

an Estimate of Wire Length

I
Place Unit-Capacitors of Each Block

i
Re-Order Op-amps and Switches to

Minimize the Total Wire Length

i

Route the Channels

*

Shield the Cross-Overs

i
Place SubModules in Assigned Locations

Figure 3.10: The organization of the layout system.
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in the x and y directions for each capacitor block are evaluated in such a

way to minimize an estimate of the total area of the filter. In the second

stage, a symbolic representation for eachcapacitor block showingthe relative

positions of unit capacitors belonging to that block is produced. In the

third stage a layout for each capacitor block is generated. There are several

ordering steps to minimize the maximiun density of each channel, as well

as to minimize an estimate of the overall wiring length. An optional post-

routing step is available to shield the cross-overs between summing nodes of

the operational ampHfiers and the large signal nets. The generated layout

is stored in Oct [5]. In the next two chapters the algorithmic details of this

system will be presented.



Chapter 4

Generation of Capacitor Arrays

4.1 Introduction

Design of compact high-accuracy array of capacitors is an error

prone and laborious process even for moderate size SC filters. To meet

the requirements of the floor planning, we developed algorithms to generate

compact arrays of fixed area/perimeter ratio capacitors.

Generation of capacitor arrays is performed in three stages. In

the first stage, the dimensions of each capacitor block and the shape of its

unit capacitors are evaluated to minimize the overall area of the filter. In the

second stage, for each capacitor block, a symbolic matrix showing the relative

positions of unit capacitors of each capacitor in the block is generated. In

the third stage, a spacer program converts the symbolic matrix generated

for each block into a layout for the given design rules and evaluated unit

capacitor dimensions. This method is general enough to be used in almost

any other floor-planning style for SC filters or other applications requiring

highly ratio-accurate capacitor blocks with flexible aspect ratios.

In Section 4.2, the algorithms for evaluating the optimum capacitor

block dimensions are presented and then analyzed. Section 4.3 deals with

the algorithms developed for symbolic matrix generation. In Section 4.4, the

steps involved in converting the symbolic information into mask layout are
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studied. A solution to generating area/perimeter constant geometries for

fractional capacitors is presented in the final section.

4.2 Evaluation of Block Dimensions

4.2.1 Problem Formulation

A capacitor block i can be perceived as an nyi x nx. matrix of

interconnected unit-capacitors. For each capacitor block i. nXi and nyi shoidd

be large enough for the capacitor block to accommodate all of the unit-

capacitors of all its capacitors. Sincein our layout strategy, each capacitor is

required to have at least one unit-capacitor either on top or at the bottom of

its capacitor block, the minimum number of columns required for capacitor

block i is max(A:"fc., J\r6c,)- where NtCi and N^ are the number of capacitors

with connections on top and the number of capacitors with connections at the

bottom of block t\ respectively. As long as the above restrictions are satisfied,

one is free to choose the number of rows and columns of each capacitor block.

Another degree of freedom is the abiHtjrto choose the aspect ratio of the unit-

capacitor for each capacitor block. As it has been discussed in Section 3.2.

the aspect ratio of a fixed-area rectangular unit-capacitor affects only the

capacitor ratio-accuracy. The aspect ratio can therefore take on a range of

values, as long as the given capacitor ratio accuracy is maintained. Our goal

is to minimize the area of the filter defined by its bounding box (Figure 4.1)

by taking advantage of the degrees of freedom described above. To formulate

the problem, the following definitions are required:

Nf, = number of capacitor blocks.

wUCi = unit capacitor width for block i.

/UCt = unit capacitor length for block i,

nX{ = number of unit capacitors in the x direction for block i.
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Figure 4.1: A geometric example for Problem 4.1. The bounding box of the

filter is shown in dashed lines. A capacitor block has been expanded to show

more detail.
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nyi = number of unit capacitors in the y direction for block ?',

NiCi = number of capacitors with connections on top of block t\

jV^.. = number of capacitors with connections at the bottom of block i.

KUCi —total number of unit capacitors for block i.

Au. = area of unit capacitor for block i.

Sue = spacing between two adjacent unit capacitors,

Wmi„ = minimum allowable unit capacitor width,

Lmin = minimum allowable unit capacitor length,

W = the larger of the widths of op-amp array and switch array,

H = sum of the height of the switch array, the height of the op-amp array

and estimate of the heights of the two channels,

Scaps = sum of the separations of capacitor blocks required for route through

channels.

Given these definitions, the height of the capacitor array, which is the height

of the tallest capacitor block, can be written as:

hcarray = max(ny. (/uc. + Suc)). (4.1)
t

and its width can be written as:

Nb

Wcarray = ^caps " / „^XiK^uci """ ^uc)' (4.2)

The relation between nx. and nVi, and also between iruc. and /UCt are given

by:

t = l,.....V6, (4.3)71,/, =
77.x;

Lc^1-^ 7= l....,,Vfe. (4.4)

Now we can formulate the following constrained optimization problem:
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Problem 4.1 (Find-Dimensions) Minimize:

(H + hcarray) max(TT*. ww,.^) (4.5)

subject to:

W'mi-„ < wUC{ < f^- i = 1,..., AV (4.6)

max(A"tc,. Nbc.) < nT. < Nuc. i = 1,..., Kb. (4.7)

In the equations above, the technology-dependent parameters £min

and Wmin set the bounds on permissible unit capacitor aspect ratios. The

space of the above problem is 2A~6 dimensional. A vector in the solution

space is:

X = V^xi r• • •J^X;vb •^'uci*• • • ?̂ ucsmb ) '

Since the nX|"s and ny-'s can take on integer values only, the above problem

cannot be solved via optimization algorithms which assume the continuity of

the function to be optimized. Although integer programming techniques can

be used, due to the intrinsic complexity of these algorithms, it would take

too much time to find an optimum solution. Thus, I will present a heuristic

algorithm that is not guaranteed to find an optimum solution, but finds an

excellent ones in a fairly large set of test problems.

4.2.2 Algorithmic Solution

I start by presenting an efficient algorithm for finding the solution

of the problem above for the case where the variables accept a continuous

range of values. Then the only change in the problem formulation is the

relation between nTi and ny, as shown below:

nyi =^£L »=1,...,JV6. (4.8)
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Here, I present a gradient-free algorithm based on some properties of this

continuous optimization problem. These properties will be presented in the

form of theorems and lemmas. Lemma 4.1 states that if the upper bound on

the value of ircarray is less than W, then the problem has a trivial solution.

Moreover, if this upper bound is greater than W. then according to Theo

rem 4.1, the optimal width of the capacitor array will also be greater than

W. These properties will enable us to solve the problem by systematically

solving a system of JY5 disjoint two dimensional optimization problems. A

similar method will then be introduced which finds very good solutions for

the original form of Problem 4.1.

Now, I present the properties of the continuous optimization prob

lem. In the following, assume x° = (nXl.....nTv ,w^,.. •, «'2CV )T solves
Problem 4.1.

Lemma 4.1 //
A'b

Y,Nuci(j^L- +Suc)<W-Scap$ (4.9)
t'=l **min

the. for i = 1 , A"&.

Proof: As a result of the condition of Equation 4.9 , the objective

becomes the minimization of hcarray. which is at its minimum when nr. and

wUC{ assume their maximum values. D

The following lemma is required in the proof of Theorem 4.1:

Lemma 4.2 The height of the capacitor array is bounded below by:

ft-carray ~ ^min T" $uc; (4.11)

with the equality satisfied if and only if for i = 1,..., JY&.

4.
nXi = Nucr ti'«c = y^. (4.12)

The proof is clear from the definition of hcarray
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A'b

E ^Wy^i- +Sua) >W- Scaps. (4.13)

Kb

]T fi21-(«'2e, + 5uc) > H" - 5caps. (4.14)

Proof: By contradiction. Assume the theorem is false. Let I =

{1...., .V6} and ii CI such that ^-(^- +Suc) = &°,rray, Vi € Ix. Since
/(.?) = I^i=i "x,(^UC|. + 5„c) is a continuous function, there exists an open

neighborhood .4 of x° such that V* € A we have \ f(x) —f(x°) \< 6 where

6 = W-Sw-/(5°) > 0. But | f(x)-f(x°) |< ^implies /(*) < f(x°)+S =
W- Scaps. Let us choose a point a?1 = (n^,..., n^ .irJCl,..., it*iCA. ) € A
such that nl. = n°. + eu and u>JCf = u^C|. + e2i , where €i, = min(A"uc: -

n%- *o) > 0 and e2,- = min(^-^— ti?|]c., e0) > 0 and e0 > 0 is the radius of a
closed ball around a*0 enclosed in A. If for some i 6 I\ we have €i- = e2i = 0

or in other words 7?° = Nuc. and u-JL = t-2*-. then according to Lemma 4.2

they should hold true V?' € /. Therefore, we have

So we need to concentrate only on the case where for each / 6 I\ at least

one of the inequalities eit. > 0 or ^ > 0 is satisfied. But then hlarray —
max,(:-7£i-(-:a:iL-l-SliC)) < h° and .f1 satisfies all the constraints of Problem

4.1. while resulting in a smaller value of the objective function (-H"+/Wray)W •

This contradicts the assumption that x° solves the continuous version of

Problem 4.1. •

As a result of Lemma 4.1, the problem has a trivial solution if

the condition of Equation 4.9 is satisfied. Otherwise, we need to solve the

problem only for the case when ti?carray > W, since, according to Theorem

4.1 the optimum iccarray is greater than W. Problem 4.2 is a re-formulation

of the original problem.
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Problem 4.2 Given the condition of equation J^.IS is satisfied. Minimize:

(h + H)(Scaps + Y,nXi(iuUCi + Sw)) (4.16)
»=i

subject to:

Wmin < iuUCi < 4*~ i = l AT6, (4.17)

max( A'tc.. A*,) < nX{ < A~uc. t = 1,..., ATfc, (4.18)

^-(^- +Suc)-ft<0 i=l?...,AT6. (4.19)
77 x: Wuc:

In the new formulation, the non-differentiable max function (Equa

tion 4.1) has been disposed of by introducing the new variable h and the set of

inequalities as in Equation 4.19. Now the dimension of the problem is 2A:6+1

and a vector of the solution space is x = (h, nXl,..., 77XjV(>, wUCl,.... w?UCA-b)r.
An examination of Problem 4.2 reveals that, by fixing h. the problem reduces

to solving At disjoint problems as formulated in SubProblem 4.1.

SubProblem 4.1 Given h, for i = 1...., Ai minimize:

nXi{wWi + Sw) (4.20)

subject to the constraints of Problem 4-2.

This sets up the basis for Algorithm 4.1. This algorithm is a golden

section technique for one-dimensional optimization [52]. where the unknown

variable is h and the function to be minimized is implicitly evaluated by

solving Problem 4.1.

Now we are at a point to handle the case where nx.'s take on integer

values only. For the discrete case, we decompose the problem into A7j, smaller

subproblems, as has been done with the continuous version of the problem.
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Algorithm 4.1 (Find-Continuous-Dimensions)

* The objective function is defined as the total area *

/«*;(*; = (h + H)(Scaps + Ziii nXi(wUCi + Suc)):
F •=• 1. - .61804: * The Fibonacci number *

* Lower bound on the height of the capacitor array *

•*a """* **min — •^•min "• Sue

* Upper bound on the height of the capacitor array *

h =hmax =max,(m^;A.te|)(Tfer +Suc));
* Initialize the search interval *

Oh = "max ~~ "•min.-

* Successively reduce the interval in which the minimum lies *

*eisa small positive number *

while (6h > e) {

* divide the interval (ha.hb) into (ha.hbf) and {haf,hb) *

haf = ha + 6/,^"; toy = fob — 8h^F;

solve subproblem 4-1 for h = hb to find Xbr'

solve subproblem 4-1 for h = haf to find xal:

solve subproblem 4-1 for h = hf,l to find #{,/:

* Check in which of the new intervals the minimum lies *

if ifobj{h!) < min(/o6i(ara/),/06j(ir6)) or fobjinO > fobj{*b)) ha = hat;

else hb = hbf:

* Update the search interval *

&h = hb-ha:

}
* Return the optimal solution vector *

x° = xa;
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even though Theorem 4.1 does not hold true any more. This heuristic is

justified by the resulting filter areas which are close to their lower bounds

(Table 4.2.4).

In the Algorithm 4.2, rsearch is the radius about h^^ for exhaus
tive search, while 6re8 confines the number of points to be searched to a finite

number. In this algorithm, 8res is set to the pattern generator's resolution.

Algorithm 4.3 solves SubProblem 4.1 for the discrete case. In this

algorithm, for each value of 773.. in its domain, the value of wuc. which min

imizes the objective while satisfying the constraints is evaluated. Each nx.

is incremented in such a wav to guarantee a decrease in the value of Itt^-] .

Otherwise, the value of icUCi remains unchanged for an increased value of 72x..

This method of incrementing nX{ reduces the time complexity of the while

loop from ArUC|. to [\/A"UC|.J as shown in the following section.

4.2.3 Computational Complexity

In this section, we derive an upper bound on the time complexity

of Algorithm 4.2. In the worst case the maximum number of iterations in

the while loop of Algorithm 4.2 is 2L^flrct. For each block i, the while loop

of Algorithm 4.3 is executed a maximum of 2JNUCi times. This is supported

bv the following lemma:lo

Lemma 4.3 Let NeZ+. I = {1,..., Ar}. and m = [A-] for some iel. Th

the following assertions hold:

(a)ifn = \%\ rtenm=r£l,
(b) the number of distinct values of f—] for all values of nel is less than or

equal to 2[VN\.

Proof:

(a) From the definition of ceiling function we can write:

N
rn = [—1 & (m -!)?'< Ar < mi. (4.21)

en
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and:

n = f—1 <3> (n - 1)777. < A" < mn. (4.22)
77?

By combining the right-hand-side of the top inequality and the left-hand-side

of the bottom inequality we get:

(77 - 1)777 < N < mi ^ 77 —1 < ? =*> n < i.

But then (777 —1)? < A" =>• (777 - l)n < A". Combining this result with the

right-hand-side of Equation 4.22 we obtain the desired conclusion:

,Y
(777. - l)fl < N < 77777<S> 771 = ["—1.

77

(b) Let us denote Sk = {k \k = ["£] for some n e I}. From the symmetry
property shown in part (a), there is a one to one correspondence between

the elements of S,v which are greater than L>/A\| and those elements which
are less than this value. So the maximum cardinality of this set is 2[y/N\.
D

Then the time complexity ofAlgorithm 4.3 isproportional to ^b JXucr
and that of Algorithm 4.2 is proportional to r,'^h Zf6 ^/ArUCt..

4.2.4 Experimental Results

These algorithms have been tested on a variety of practical exam

ples. Table 4.2.4 summarizes the parameters defining each test case. In

TalSle 4.2.4, h°'d and hoc are the height of the capacitor array as evaluated

by the discrete and continuous algorithms respectively. Similarly, A°'d and

A°'c are the total area of the filter evaluated by the discrete and continuous

algorithms respectively. The cpu time is for a thousand evaluations of the

while loop of Algorithm 4.2. The cpu time for execution of Find-Continuous-

Dimensions has been omitted, since it is negligible compared to the cpu time

taken by Algorithm 4.2. By allowing nXi's to take on continuous range of

values, we expand the dimensions of the optimization problem. Therefore



Algorithm 4.2 (Find-Discrete-Dimensions)

* fobj(z)- hmin. and hmax are defined as in Algorithm 4-1 *

* h° is the optimum value of hcarray for the continuous problem *

* Find the minimum value of fobji•) within a radius r8earch of h° *

fopt = cc;

h = ma.x{hmi„.h° —rs6arch);

while (h < min(hmax.h° + rsearch)) {

solve subproblem 4-1 to find x:

if (fobji*) < fopt) { S° =. *; fopt = /<*;(*); }
h = h'+ Srt8;

}

7 V AUi Arc-Cr
V-' UCi AUi X* V- » UCi AUi A'c-

filter lp. Nb — 5 filter bpl. Nb = 10 filter bp2, A"6 = 6
1 25 2500 3 10 5852.25 1 23 2916 3

2 24 2500 2 80 714.5 4 22 676 2

3 29 2500 3 10 5852.25 1 24 600.25 2

4 17 2500 2 78 714.5 3 146 441 3

5 28 2500 2 10 5852.25 1 92 441 2

6 125 441 3 82 441 1

7 10 5852.25 1

8 78 714.5 3

9 10 5852.25 1

10 78 714.5 3

Table 4.1: Parameter summary for three test cases used for optimal evalua

tion of capacitor block dimensions.



Algorithm 4.3

* Solves SubProbelm 4-1 for the discrete case *

iov(i = 1 Xb){
nri = max( ^.ftws«>j .max(.Vfc..Xbc{)):
nx. — « uc. — -*-.

68

* The solution is trivial if h is larger than the upper-bound on the *

"-height of this capacitor block *

if (h > •v-«i
tnax(.VrC|. ,.V6e.)

77J. = max(A"fc.. A~6c.): u-Jc. = TT"min;

}

else while (77x. < A*uc.) {

* For each feasible nXi. find the wUCi which minimizes *

* the width of the capacitor block *

irUCl = max( —rifhr"- ^min )•'
I nX|. I

if ((nX{(u'uCi + Suc) < >7j.(u'2Cl. + 5UC)) { n'J. = n„: u*et = u<uc.; }
* Increment nXi to guarantee a decrease in nyi *

1 nx: '

(ife +^H
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ex.filter

(/xrn)

H

(fim)
J~min

(fim)
h°'d

(tim)

ho.a
ho.cA°,d

(mm2)
A°-ccpusec.a

1lp774740.5505100.9951.301.130.72

2lp774740.5405371.0751.1-71.031.64

3lp774740.5205281.0571.161.023.01

4lp1160740.5503391.0141.341.070.97

5lp1160740.5203491.0441.271.0153.31

6lp400740.5505671.0351.0241.070.71

7lp400740.52011611.0380.6941.031.49

8lp7742000505100.9952.611.130.75

9lp7742000205281.0572.321.013.17

10lp774150505101.0810.6861.15.76

11lp774150205101.020.6181.043.02

12bp2928751.5214451.11.321.043.43

13bp2928751.5104171.0351.31.026.52

14bpl1544729.5215171.0182.291.011.3

15bpl1544729.5105171.0182.291.012.26

'OnaVAX8650computer

Table4.2:Summaryoftestresultsforoptimalevaluationofcapacitorblock

dimensions.
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A°'c is a lower bound for the minimum total area of the filter. The results

of our experiments indicate that every A°'d is within few percent of its lower

bounds. Also the values of hod and hoc are very close in every case. This

suggests that the radius for exhaustive search can be set to some small per

centage of hoc.

4.3 Generation of Symbolic Matrices

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

After the first stage of capacitor array generation, the number of

unit capacitors in the x and y directions for each block are determined.

However, there is no information regarding the assignment of a particular

unit capacitor to a given capacitor of a block. In the second stage, such

information is produced in the form of symbolic matrices representing these

blocks. The matrix representing block i has nyi rows and nXi columns, where

nXi and ny. were determined in the previous stage. Entries of these matrices

are represented by name fields corresponding to unit capacitor sites. All the

unit capacitors of a given capacitor are represented by the same name, which

are distinct for any two capacitors in the same block. An entry not occupied

by any of the capacitors is represented by a "0". Two entries of a matrix

are neighbors if they have the same row (column) number and their column

(row) numbers differ by one. Thus a symbolic capacitor could be defined as

a set of entries of one of these matrices such that at least one neighbor of

each element of the capacitor is another element of the same capacitor. A

formal definition of a symbolic capacitor is presented below:

Definition 4.1 A symbolic capacitor C of size \C \ in a matrix Apq. is a

set of | C | entries of Am. each entry defined as a pair of row and column

indices, such that for \ C \ > 1 V (i.j) € C 3 [k.l) € C such that

i-k = Qand\j -l\ = 1 orj - I = 0 and \ i - k | = 1.
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An example of a symbolic capacitor C with |C| = 5ina3x5 matrix is

C = {(1.2).(1.3).(2.2).(2.3).(2.4)}.

The entries of this symbolic capacitor are represented by the name field c in

the matrix shown in Figure 4.2.

0 c c 0 0

0 c c c 0

0 0 0 0 0

Figure 4.2: An example of a symbolic capacitor.

The problem of generating a symbolic matrix can then be formu

lated as in Problem 4.3.

Problem 4.3 Given a matrix Apq and two ordered lists of capacitors

Ltop = (Cir• •••Cm) and Lbottom = (Cm+i:....Cm+n) such that

m+n

X^ ICi 1^ P Q. a7ld V^ maX(l Ltop I* ILbottom I),
i=l

find an assignment of elements of C\ through Cm+n in the given matrix such

that each capacitor satisfies the definition given above, each capacitor of Lt0p

has at least one element in the top row of the matrix, each capacitor of Lbottom

has at least one element at the bottom row of the matrix, and there exist a

sub-order among the unit-capacitors in the top row corresponding to the order

of capacitors in Ltop and similarly for bottom row and Lbottom-

While this problem might not have a feasible solution for the initial

dimensions of the matrix, we can see that by a sufficient increase in the

number of columns, we can always find a solution.

4.3.2 Algorithmic Solution

Before discussing the solution for the general case of the problem

above. I present an algorithm which solves the problem for the special case
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where Ltop is empty. Algorithm 4.4 accepts as its input the dimensions of the

matrix in number of unit capacitors and a list of capacitors with terminals

at the bottom of the array. It grows the capacitors one at a time in order to

fill up any holes produced as a result of growing previous capacitors, but at

the same time not to block the growth of the future unit-capacitors.

In this algorithm the capacitors are placed in the order they are

given in the bottom list. If the algorithm fails to find a feasible solution,

the number of columns of the matrix is increased by one and the process is

repeated. Figure 4.3.2 illustrates how this algorithm places the capacitors.

In this figure, the unoccupied neighbors of a capacitor i are represented by

0t. For all the tested algorithms, this algorithm has found a feasible solution

for the initial matrix dimensions, if a solution exists. For other cases where a

feasible solution does not exist, it has found the minimum increase in number

of columns to obtain a solution.

Definition 4.2 A matrix A/w is the column-mirror of matrix Apq. if every

(i.j) entry of Afpq is {i,q —j + 1) entry of Apq. Similarly, a matrix Atpq

is the row-mirror of matrix Apq, if every (i,j) entry of Afpq is (p —i + l.j)

entry of Apq.

Now. we can present Algorithm 4.5. which solves the general case of Problem

4.3. In this algorithm, the top-capacitors are placed in a lower submatrix

of A in the reverse order that they appear in the top list. The number

of rows of this submatrix is chosen to accommodate all the unit-capacitors

belonging to the capacitors of the top list. Then, through two mirroring

operations, the placed capacitors are transported to the top-left corner of

the matrix A in the order they appear in the top list. Algorithm 4.4 tends

to allow all of the unused unit-capacitor sites to cluster at the top-right end

of the submatrix. Therefore, the above-mentioned mirroring operations also

relocate the unused capacitor sites to the top-left corner of the matrix. This

increases the probabiUty that these unused sites will be filled wliile growing

the bottom capacitors in the following step of the algorithm. Figure 4.3.2



Algorithm 4.4 (Place-Bottom-Caps(.4./>.tf.Zcap6))

.4 is an empty or partially filled matrix with q initial number of columns:

p is the height of Apq. the lower p q submatrix of A used for placement:

•Leaps = i *-1 *-"leapt J '

for ( i = 1 "caps ) {
assign the leftmost unoccupied entry of the bottom row of A to Ci:

while ( all elements of Ci are not placed ) {

update all the unoccupied neigbors of Ci in Apq:

if ( the list of unoccupied neighbors of Ci is empty ) {

add a column of zeros to the right end of A:

continue: }

find c„,,n. the column number of the leftmost

unoccupied neigbors of Ci.'

if ( the lowest entry of column Cn,tn is occupied or i == ncaps)

among the leftmost neighbors of C,

assign the lowest one to Ci:

else among the highest neigbors of Ci

assign the leftmost one to C,:

}

}



0 0 0 0 0 0

0j 0 0 0 0 0
1 Oj 0 0 0 0

0 02 0 0 0 0
02 2 02 0 0 0

1 2 02 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 02 0 0 0 0

1 2 02 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2 o3 0 0 0

1 2 3 o3 0 0

0 0 03 0 0 0 0 03 3 03 0 0
023 03 00-^023 03 00

123 0300 123 0300

0333 0300 333 0300
023 0300-^0323 0300
123 0300 123 0300

333 0300 3 3 3 3 03 0
323 03 00-^323 03 00
123 0300 123 0300

333300 333300

323 0400->3230 050

1234 040 12345 05

3333 050 33335 05
3 2 3 05 5 05 -* 3 2 3 5 5 05
1 2 3 4 5 05 12 3 4 5 0*

3 3 3 3 5 0

3 2 3 5 5 0

12 3 4 5 5
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Figure 4.3: An example for algoritlim 4.4. where p = 3. q = 6, £eaPs
{Ca.C2.C3.C4.C5}. IQ I= 1. IC2 I= 2. IC3 I= 7. IC4 I= 1, and | C5 |



ID

ex. capacitors unit-cells height width cpu

sec.atop bottom top bottom generated lower bound

1 9 3 71 12 10 9 9 0.03

2 3 5 16 61 16 5 5 0.02

3 3 5 16 61 16 5 5 0.02

4 20 11 88 78 4 42 42 0.02

5 0 12 0 2048 108 19 19 0.96

6 0 12 0 2048 44 47 47 0.79

7 0 3 0 6 2 4 3 0.02

aOn a VAX 8650 computer.

Table 4.3: Test results for Place-Unit-Caps Algorithm.

illustrates the steps of this algorithm. Table 4.3 summarizes some test results

for this algorithm. In Example 7, although the lower bound on the number

of columns is 3, the minimum number of columns to accommodate three

capacitors | Ca | = 1, | C2 | = 2. and | C3

four.

= 3, in a matrix of height 2 is

4.3.3 Computational Complexity

In this section the time complexity of Place-Bottom-Caps algorithm

is analyzed. In our implementation of this algorithm, the matrix entries

corresponding to the unoccupied neighbors of each capacitor C, are stored

in a two dimensional binary search tree. In this tree, the first field is the

column number, and the second field is the row number of the stored matrix

entry. For each matrix entry assigned to a capacitor C,, a maximiun of three

other entries have to be added to the two dimensional binary search tree.

To find the location of the next matrix entry to be assigned to a capacitor

C,, only one search has to be performed in the binary tree. Then, the total

number of operations on the search tree is less than four for the addition

of each unit element. The average number of comparisons for each search

in this two dimensional binary search tree is proportional to log(p) -flog(g).



Algorithm 4.5 (Place-Unit-Caps(A. ny.nr,Ltop, Lbottom))

A-
k = nx:/=

initialize A = empty matrix with ny rows and nx columns;

Lcpas —reverse order of the list of capacitors of Ltop:

Place-Bottom- Caps(A. /, k, Leaps )t

A = column-mirror of A:

A = row-mirror of A:

Place-Bottom- Caps(A. ny. nx. Lbottom )i

step 1:

step 3:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 step 2: 0 0 0 0

t3 t3 tl 0 0 tl t3 t3

t3 t2 tl tl tl tl t2 t3

tl tl t3 t3 tl tl t3 t3

0 tl t2 t3 c2 tl t2 t3

0 0 0 0 step 4: c2 c3 c3 c3

0 0 0 0 c2 c2 c3 0

0 0 0 0 cl c2 c3 c4

Figure 4.4: An example for Algorithm 4.5.
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Then the time complexity of Place-Bottom-Caps algorithm is proportional

to N{\og(p) + log{q)), where

A'= E \ct\
CfCLcapt

is the total number of unit elements. Since q%^, then log(p) + log(q) %
log(JV) and the time complexity of the algorithm becomes 0(N log(.V)).

4.4 Generation of Mask Layouts from Sym

bolic Matrices

This is the final stage of the generation of capacitor blocks. At this

stage, the following actions are taken for each capacitor block:

• A layout for the unit-capacitor is generated.

• A matrix of equally spaced unit-capacitors is produced. The number

of rows and columns of this matrix are those of the symbolic matrix.

• Bottom-plates of the unit-capacitors belonging to the same capacitor

are joined.

• Top-plates of the unit-capacitors belonging to any of the continuous

capacitors are connected.

• Top-plates of the unit-capacitors belonging to capacitors switched through

the same switch to a summing node of an op-amp are connected.

• Constant area/perimeter layouts for fractional parts of the capacitors

in the block are generated.

• For every capacitor with a fractional part, two adjacent unit-capacitors

belonging to that capacitor are replaced by its fractional part.
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The bottom plates are joined by filling the spacing between two adjacent unit-

capacitors with the bottom-plate material. There are 2 methods available for

connecting the top-plates. The first method uses minimum width extensions

of the top-plate to make the connection between adjacent unit-capacitor top-

plates, whereas the second method uses another layer of interconnect to make

these connections. Some technologies do not support the second method.

To obtain a better matching of unit-capacitors, the parasitic capacitance

between the top-plate interconnect and bottom-plate has been accounted for

in every unit-capacitor. This has been accomplished by adding a parasitic

capacitance to those sides of a unit-capacitor where the top-plate is not

connected to an adjacent one. Figure 4.5 shows the layout of generated

capacitor block. The top-plate sharing of capacitors reduces the number of

pins for sensitive signals in the routing channels. It should be noted that

the switched capacitors are ordered in such a way that the capacitors with

top-plates connected to the same switch are always adjacent. Then, there is

one top-plate pin in the channel per set of such switched capacitors.

4.5 Area/Perimeter Constant Fractional Ca

pacitors

The layout of ratio-accurate capacitors is problematic in that the

area/perimeter ratio of the fractional part must be the same as that of the

unit-capacitor. A solution to this problem is presented below. In the follow

ing, u'uc and /uc are dimensions of the unit capacitor, and ir/p and ljp are

dimensions of the fractional part to be evaluated. Assume the area of the

fractional part is r times the unit-capacitor area. If we denote a to be the

width to length ratio of the unit-capacitor, we can write:

4 A
v"p)unit-capacitor = \"p /fractional—part ^
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WUe + luc W/p + 7/p (l + a)/«e ^ + 7fp

Now solving for //p we find:

r(l + c)
l±i/l-

4a

r(l+a)2 J '

«7p =

//p = /t

= U\
r(l + a)

ITJI-
4a

(4.23)

(4.24)
7/p "- 2a

In the above equations lpj and wpf have real solutions if

^ 4a

"(l + a)2

For the special case where a = 1 (square unit-capacitor), the above becomes

r > 1. To save area in our method of capacitor block generation, only two

unit-capacitor sites are allocated for the fractional part of each capacitor.

To find the maximum r for which the fractional part does not require more

than two sites, we write:

4
lPf < 2/uc =» r < rLmax = ,

(X 1 *—

4a
wP/ < 2u;uc =± r <r— ' w.max

r(l + a)2

2a + 1'

where r/.mar ( r^^Qj. ) is the maximum attainable ratio if the sites used by the

fracional part are in the same column (row). An examination of the equations

above shows that if a < 1 then r/.maT > rWMar, and therefore, if possible, the

sites to be used by the fractional part should be chosen in the same column.

With a similar argument the sites should be chosen, if possible, in the same

row for a > 1. The value of rmax = max(r/,maj. ru,.max) is 1.33 for a = 1 and

1.6 for a = 2. We are interested in the range of r between 1 and 2. A new

method of creating constant A/P fractional capacitors for r > rmax has been

devised. The main idea is to increase the perimeter of the layout for a given

area by using rectilinear shapes instead of simple rectangular ones. Consider

a rectangle of dimensions //p and wjp with a rectangular area 8A removed
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<5A

l.g
81

r = 1.8

(b) (c)

Figure 4.6: Geometry of A/P constant fractional parts, (a) A unit capacitor,

(b) rectangular fractional capacitor, (c) rectilinear fractional capacitor.

from one side (figure 4.6). This results in 2SP increase in the perimeter of

the original rectangle. In order for this geometry to have the same A/P ratio

as the unit-capacitor we should have:

1 r
(1 + a)/uc " I2%±M + /fp + 6P'

Solving for //p we find:

lfP =\ {lucT{l +a) -6P± y/(luer{l +a) - 8P)* - 4(ra/2uc +O)) (4.25)
lfP has real solution if:

6P < LcHl + a) - 2yJraPuc + 6A (4.26)

Without loss of generality, assume the sites are chosen in the same column.

Then:

7/p < 27ue => r <
4 + -i H jr*

a + 2

The sum of 6A and the area of the fractional part should be less than twice

the area of a unit-capacitor. Then:

6.4
8A < a{2 - r)luc => r < 2 -

«'5c

(4.27)

(4.28)
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From the inequalities 4.27 and 4.28. a ratio of 2 can be achieved if 6P =

aluc and 6.4 approaches zero. However, because of the spacing between two

adjacent unit-capacitor sites. l/p can be slightly greater than 2/uc. and hence

a ratio of 2 can be achieved for some finite value of 6.4. This is consistent

with the fact that r = 2 for A/P constant geometries can be achieved by

parallel interconnection of two unit capacitors.



Chapter 5

Placement and Routing Issues

5.1 Introduction

Wiring parasitics have many degrading effects on the performance

of SC filters. The most significant effects are listed as following:

• The cross-overs between switched or direct wiring to a summing node

of an op-amp and wiring to a large signal node result in capacitive

coupling of the two signals. This parasitic coupling might affect the

accuracy of the filter response.

• In scaled technologies, the capacitive coupling between wires running

in parallel become significant if the minimum spacing rules are used in

the layout.

• Switched or direct wiring to a summing node of an op-amp can pick

up the substrate noise, if the wire runs directly on top of the substrate.

This degrades the PSR of the filter.

• The parasitic capacitances stemming from wiring the output nodes,

add to the op-amp load. This limits the maximum clock rate.

To deal with the above issues, we have taken several measures:

83
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• The modules are ordered in each array to minimize the overall wire

length as well as minimize the sum of maximum density of each channel.

• The cross-overs between the connections to the summing nodes and

connections to the large signal nodes, are detected and then shielded.

• A grounded well is placed under the capacitors and a large area of the

routing channels to shield the capacitor plates and connections to the

stunming nodes from substrate noise.

• The capacitor top-plates which belong to the same electrical net. are

shared inside the capacitor block. This reduces the number of pins in

each channel.

In this chapter we discuss block ordering algorithms, introduce the channel

router, and finally present the shielding methodology.

5.2 Wiring Optimization

The objective of the block ordering steps is three-fold:

• minimize the wiring length of the sensitive signals.

• minimize the number of cross-overs between the sensitive signals and

the remaining ones.

• minimize the area of the filter occupied by the routing.

Accurate measurements of the above criteria are possible only after the rout

ing is completed. This combined with the large number of cost function eval

uations required by optimization algorithms calls for a quick estimate of the

cost function. We propose the following four steps to achieve short wiring

lengths for sensitive signals, small number of cross-overs, and small routing

area.
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1. The capacitor blocks are ordered to minimize estimated number of

tracks needed for each channel.

2. The op-amps and switches are ordered in their respective arrays to

minimize an estimate of the wire length in the top and bottom channels.

The wire lengths are evaluated as the distance from an op-amp or

switch terminal to the closest edge of a capacitor block.

3. The capacitors are ordered to reduce the number of unavoidable cross

overs inside the channels.

4. The op-amps and switches are re-ordered; however, this time wire

lengths are evaluated as the distance from the op-amp or switch ter

minal to the capacitor terminal.

The small number of sensitive pins in each channel combined with wiring

length optimization steps, tend to result in short wiring lengths for sensitive

signals eventhough there is no explicit mention of these signals in the above

steps.

The capacitor-block ordering step is based on an algorithm devel

oped for printed circuit board ordering [53]. The graph representation of the

problem was first reported in [54]. In the following we refer to the graph

representation above as state-space graph.

5.2.1 Capacitor Block Ordering

Wliile the placement of the switches (op-amps) influences the rout

ing quality of the switch (op-amp) channel, the relative order of the capac

itor blocks impacts that of both channels. For this reason the capacitor

blocks are ordered first. This step, as shown in figure 3.10, precedes the

generation of symbolic matrices, the stage where pin locations are deter

mined for capacitor blocks. Even though at this point we don't know the

pin locations, we can order the capacitor blocks to improve a measure of
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routing quality described below. The capacitor blocks can be perceived as

being interconnected through their connections to the op-amps and switches.

Therefore, there would be one net associated with each op-amp or switch.

Now the measure to improve can be defined as the total number of inter

connections, as described above, crossing boundaries of adjacent blocks. Let

B = {bteft. &i. b2,63,..., br. Wight} he the set of capacitor blocks including the

dummy blocks 6/e/f and bright- These dummy blocks serve as left and right

position holders, and do not participate in the ordering. A connection be

tween a capacitor block and 6/e/f ( bright ) represents the association of that

capacitor block with a signal coming from left (right) into the SC layout.

Let S = {s\. $2 sq} be the set of nets common to at least two of the

blocks. All the blocks having connections to at least one pin of the same

switch (op-amp) are interconnected through some net in 5. There is one net

associated with signals coming from the left side of the layout and directly

connecting to the capacitor blocks. Similarly there is a net for the signals

coming from the right side of the layout.

Consider an arbitrary ordering of the blocks, for example

(keft•&fci, 6*2 .... , bkr, Wight )-

Lets S{A) be the set of signals associated with the blocks A C B. and B/.,.

be the set of blocks to the left of &*., including b^ itself. Then, the number

of wires between b^ and bki+l becomes:

d(Bkl) =| S(Bkl) U S(B - Bki) I (5.1)

Therefore the criterion function to be minimized is:

rf,d(Bki). (5.2)
J= l

Exliaustive search for an optimal solution requires testing r permutations

of the blocks. Cederbaum introduced the concept of state space graph for

efficient representation of possible permutations of objects in a set [54].
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The state space graph for a set B is a directed acyclic graph G =

(V. E) with each node r, corresponding to a distinct subset of B shown as

Bk(vi). Suppose B has r elements. Then there are 2r subsets of B including

the empty set and B itself. The graph has one source node rs corresponding

to the empty set. and one sink node Vf corresponding to the set B itself.

This graph has r + 1 levels with the source node at level 0 and the sink

node at level r. Each node at level i, 0 < i < r. corresponds to a subset of

B with i elements. There is an edge directed from a node r, representing

subset Bk(vi) at level i, 0 < ?' < r, to another node Vj representing subset

Bk(vj) at level / -f-1. if 23*(r,-) C Bk(vj). The node r,- (vj) is called the parent

(child) of vj (vj). Then, the total number of edges in the graph is r2r_1.

A property of this graph is that there exists a one-to-one correspondence

between the ordering of the elements of B and the directed source to sink

paths on the graph. For each source to sink path, the order of the elements

of B is defined by the order they are added to the subsets along the path.

Figure 5.1 is an illustration of one such graph. Sangiovanni [53] has reported

an algorithm for solving the block ordering problem based on the above graph

representation. In this algorithm the cost associated with each node r, of the

state space graph is d(Bk(vi)): then, the shortest path from the source to the

sink gives the optimal ordering of the blocks. In the search strategy the graph

is constructed incrementally by expanding the children of a selected node.

The selection is according to an evaluation function f(v). This function is

the sum of two components. One is c{v), the cost of tentative shortest path

from vs to r, and the other one is h(v), a estimate of the cost of shortest

path from v to vj.

Algorithm 5.1

Step 1 Put the source node vs on a list called OPEN. Set c(vs) = 0.

Step 2 If OPEN is empty, exit with failure, otherwise continue.

Step 3 Remove from OPEN the node whose f value is smallest and put it
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Figure 5.1: An example of a state space graph.
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on a list called CLOSED. If there are more than one node with minimal

f value, chose the one closest to the source node.

Step 4 // v is the goal node, exit with the solution path obtained by tracing

back through the pointers; otherwise continue.

Step 5 Generate all the children of v. For each child t',-. compute

Ci = c(v) + d(Bk(vi)).

Step 6 If a child Vj is not already in OPEN . set

c(vi) = a

and

f(Vi) = c(Vi) + h(Vi):

where

h{vi)= VJ \l(kbj)\-\{»keS\»kf\Bk(vi) = 9}\-

maxbieB-Bkiv,) II(k)f]S(Bk(vi)) |,

i(bj) = {skes\bif]3k^ni}.

Put i'i on OPEN and direct a pointer from it back to v.

Step 7 If a child r, is already on OPEN and c(t?,-) > c,-. then update it by

setting

c{vi) = Ci

and

/(rt) = c, + /i(r,).

Redirect the pointer from r, to v.

Step 8 Go to Step 2.

The above algorithm is guaranteed to find the optimal solution.
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5.2.2 Op-Amp and Switch Ordering

The op-amps and switches are placed in two steps. At each step the

location and orientation of each op-amp and switch witliin its corresponding

array is evaluated so that an estimate of the total net length is minimized.

The length ofeither array should be less than the width of the layout module,

which has been evaluated for minimum area.

The first ordering step immediately follows capacitor block order

ing. The purpose of this step is to find an initial placement of the switches

and op-amps to guide the ordering of capacitors witliin eachcapacitor block.

At this step, the wire length is estimated as the x component of the distance

from a terminal location to the closest edge of the capacitor block it connects

to. If the terminal is located within the boundaries of the capacitor block,

the wire length estimate will be zero.

The second ordering step is performed after the symbolic generation

of the capacitor blocks. Now, the wire length estimate is the x component

of the distance from a switch or op-amp terminal to the capacitor terminal

it is connecting to.

A simulated annealing approach [55] has been used to find the place

ment of the switches and the op-amps at each step. The general form of the

simidated annealing algorithm is presented in algorithm 5.2. The algoritlim

halts when the temperature goes below a very small threshold value, or the

cost does not change over a large number of outer loop iterations. The inner-

loop criterion is simply a constant number of iterations at each temperature.

The placement is started from an initial feasible state, where there is no

overlapping of the modules and the length of the array is witliin the limits

of the layout.

There are three types of moves in this implementation of the sim

ulated annealing algorithm:

1. Swap two modules of the same size,

2. mirror a module about its center x axis,



Algorithm 5.2 (Simulated-Annealing)

T = Tq: * Initial temperature *

X = A"0: * Initial state *

oldcost = FindCost( Xo ); * Find the initial cost *

while ( stopping criterion is not satisfied ) {

while ( inner-loop criterion is not satisfied ) {

Generate ( move ): * Generate a new move *

* Apply the generated move to the current state *

Xnew = NewState( move. X ):

newcost = FindCost( Xnew ): * The cost of the new state *

if ( Accept (newcost. oldcost, T) ) {

* Update the current state and cost *

X = Xnew: oldcost = newcost:

}

}

T = update( T ); * T = aT . 0 < a < 1 *

}

Accept ( newcost. oldcost. T ) * Returns yes if the new cost is accepted

8C = newcost - oldcost;

if ( 8C < 0 ) { return ( yes ): }

else {

* The cost is less likely to be increased at lower temperatures *
fiC

y = e r ;

r = random ( 0. 1); * A random number between 0 and 1 *

if ( v < y) { return ( yes ); }

else { return (no ); }

}

91
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no.

of

modides

max. array

length
(pm)

total width

of modides

(/jm)

no. of

sim. anneal.

trials

avg.

cpu

sec.a

wire length
(urn)

mean std. dev.

12 732. 612. 50 4.63 1155. 4.7

14 916. 711. 50 5.92 647. 23.

19 945. 945. 40 5.77 2042.5 4.5

28 1515. 1366. 25 11.06 3041.5 109.

38 1815. 1815. 25 11.84 6220. 126.

aOn a VAX 8650 computer

Table 5.1: Test results for Algorithm 5.2.

3. displace a module from its current location without creating overlaps

or increasing the length of the array beyond its limits.

From experiments on a number of examples, wefound that the best

choice of parameters for this version of simulated-annealing algorithm is to

set a to 0.9, and the number of inner-loop iterations to ten times the number

of modules in the array. Table 5.1 summarizes the test results on a number

of examples.

5.2.3 Capacitor Ordering

At this step, which follows loose ordering of switches and op-amps,

the top and bottom capacitors of each integrating block are ordered to min

imize tangling of nets. The capacitors should be ordered in such a way that

all the capacitors with top-plates belonging to the same net are clustered in

the same group. This condition results in maximum top-plate sharing within

a capacitor block. The integrating capacitor should always be either the first

or the last capacitor in the Hst of ordered bottom capacitors. This guarantees

that the op-amp output node (bottom plate of the integrating capacitor) is

available to the switch channel from either right or left side of the capacitor

block. Each capacitor terminal is connected to only one op-amp or switch.

This brings about a natural mechanism, as explained below, for ordering the
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capacitors. The top capacitors are first sorted according to the x locations

of the switch terminals connected to their top-plates. Then, the capacitors

with the same top-plate connection are sorted according to the x locations

of the switch terminals connected to their bottom-plates.

The bottom capacitors belonging to the same integrating block have

the same top-plate connection. Therefore, the bottom capacitors are sorted

only according to their bottom-plate connections to the op-amps. Then the

integrating capacitor is brought to the left (right) end of the sorted Hst if

there are fewer number of capacitors to its left (right) than to its right (left)

in the sorted Hst.

5,3 Channel Routing

The various placement steps discussed so far, usually result in very

"clean" channels in the sense that the nets are very locaHzed and the number

of cycHc constraints is very low. This has made it possible to employ a

modified version of a standard switch-box router for routing these analog

channels. The foUowing factors have contributed to the choice of MIGHTY

[19] as the channel router within our layout system:

• For a large number of difficult examples, MIGHTY has completed the

routing in fewer or as many number of tracks as any reported channel

router has done.

• The sensitive nets can be routed before other nets. This can result in

shorter lengths with fewernumber of vias for sensitive interconnections.

• The use of low resistivity interconnect layer is maximized.

• MIGHTY can handle obstacles and terminals within the channel. The

usefulness of this property becomes apparent in the next section.

The use of MIGHTY as a channel router requires prior knowledge of the

number of tracks required to complete the routing. Initially, the number of
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tracks is chosen as the maximum density of the channel. If MIHGTY fails

to complete the routing, the number of tracks is incremented by one. This

is repeated until the routing is completed.

5.4 Shielding of Crossovers

In some technologies, it is possible to break the capacitive couphng

of signals resulting from one interconnect layer crossing over another, by

covering the cross-over with a grounded third layer. This layer should be

physically located between the two interconnect layers used in the routing

(figure 5.2). In our layout scheme, the cross-overs will happen only in the

routing channels. It should be noted that shielding adds to the capacitive

loading of the op-amps. Therefore, it should be used only when necessary:

then, only cross-overs between a sensitive-signal layer and a large-signal layer

are shielded. The mechanism for grounding the shielding plates now follows.

As a result of our layout strategy, there is a ground bus adjacent to each

of the routing channels. The area of the routing channel, except for the

location of vias, can be used to connect the shielding plates to the available

ground bus. Reducing the area of the channel used to ground the shielding

plates, reduces the effect of shielding on loading of op-amps. This served as

motivation to develop a method for efficient grounding of shield plates. The

following steps describe our method of shielding the cross-overs in a channel:

Algorithm 5.3 (Shield-Cross-Overs)

Step 1 Find the grid locations on the ground bus which can be used for

grounding the shielding layer. Identify each of these locations with a

different net number.

Step 2 Detect all the cross-overs between sensitive and large-signal connec

tions.

Step 3 To each of the above cross-overs assign the net number of the ground-

bus grid location which is closest to that cross-over.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Vertical positioning of the shield layer with respect to the

routing layers, (b) A shielded cross-over.
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Grounded Poly2 Shield

Figure 5.3: A shielded channel.

Step 4 Generate input information for a channel with the same boundaries
as the original channel. The terminals for the new channel are the

detected cross-overs and their corresponding ground-bus grid locations.

Step 5 Add all the vias of the original channel as obstacles to the new chan

nel.

Step 6 Use MIGHTY to generate paths from, cross-overs to the ground bus.

Figure 5.3 illustrates a channel which has been subjected to the above steps.



Chapter 6

Experimental results

In this chapter the measurements on a set of prototype filters gen

erated using the layout generator [56] wiU be discussed. The goals of these

experiments were two folds. The first goal was to demonstrate that the pro

gram is capable of generating area-efficient filters with good performance.

The vehicles for this were a tenth order chebychev bandpass filter and an

elHptic PCM lowpass filter. The circuit schematics of the lowpass and band

pass filters are shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. The second goal was

to demonstrate the program's flexibiHty in generating area-efficient layouts

for a wide spectrum of sampHng capacitor values. For this we used the PCM

lowpass filter with three different sampHng capacitor values of 0.25 pF.-1

pF which corresponds to the standard filter, and 4 pF. AU the filters were

fabricated in a 3 micron double poly CMOS technology [57]. The op-amp

used by the filters has a folded cascode structure. This op-amp has an area

of 150 mils2 and comes from a commercially available library [58].

Figure 6.3 shows a photomicrograph of the bandpass filter. This

filter, which has a ladder structure, was designed for a center frequency of

5 kHz and a bandwidth of 100 Hz when it is clocked at 256 kHz. The

continuous LC ladder filter was generated with the help of Filsyn [41] and

the resulting filter was then transformed into an equivalent SC filter. The

computer generation time for the filter layout was 17.58 seconds on a VAX
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Figure 6.1: Circuit schematic of the PCM low-pass filter.
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Figure 6.2: Circuit schematic of the 10th order band-pass filter.
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Figure 6.3: Photomicrograph of the 10th order band-pass filter.
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8800 computer, and the area of the filter was 3600 mils2 for a total capac

itance of 220 pF. This is an interesting example because it iUustrates the

effect of area optimization on the layout when the unit-capacitors of different

integrators have drasticaUy different values.

The basic measure of performance for SC filters is how weU the

measured and ideal response match. The measured response can be different

from ideal because of process sensitive capacitor geometries and layout par-

asitics. Figure 6.4 compares the measured and simulated frequency response

of the bandpass filter. The switched-capacitor simulation program Swit cap

[59] has been employed for aU the filter simulations. The simulated response

of the bandpass filter does not include the extracted layout parasitics. how

ever it accounts for the finite gain of the op-amps. The maximum deviation

of the measured frequency from the simulated was less than 0.1 dB in the

pass-band and less than 1 dB in the stop-band. This confirms good capacitor

matching as weU as small amount of layout parasitics.

The choice of the PCM filter was motivated by the fact that it is

a standard filter in telephony and makes a good benchmark because there

are many existing hand layouts for the same filter. Figure 6.5 shows a pho

tomicrograph of the standard filter with 1 pF sampHng capacitor value. The

total area of the filter was 1750 mils2 which can be compared to an area of

more than 2000 mils2 for a commercial filter layout manually designed in

comparable technology. Again we observe a very close match between the

measured and ideal frequency response of this filter (figure 6.6). For this fil

ter the simulation results are for the ideal case and therefore do not include

the effects of parasitics and the finite behavior of the op-amps, such as their

finite gain and bandwidth.

An important advantage of synthesis programs is that they aUow

designers to explore various dimensions of the design space very quickly. For

example for the PCM lowpass filter a key design parameter is the choice of

sampHng capacitor value which in turn affects area, power supply rejection

and noise. AU the integrators of the standard PCM filter have 1 pF sampHng
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Figure 6.4: Frequency response of the 10th order band-pass filter.
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Figure 6.6: Frequency response of the PCM filter.
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capacitor size. To study the effects of the sampHng capacitor value on perfor

mance, two other filters with circuit topology and capacitor ratios identical

to the standard filter were generated. When the sampHng capacitor value

was reduced by a factor of four, the layout shown in figure 6.7 was generated.

For four times the standard sampHng capacitor value, the filter of figure 6.8

was generated. For this filter, we can observe that both the height and width

of the layout are increased over the standard filter. For sampHng capacitor

values of 0.25, 1, and 4 pF, the required areas were 1250. 1750, and 3900

mils2 respectively. Figure 6.9 shows a size comparison of these filters.

The most interesting aspect of these filters is their noise perfor

mance. To a first order, the noise of an SC filter (rsc) comes from two

sources: the noise due to opamps (voa) which is approximately independent

of the capacitor values, and the noise due to switches (vaw) which is inversely

proportional to integrating capacitor values. Since the noise power is additive

we can write:

,.2 _ „2 , „2
1 ac *-oa ' ' sw

Now consider two filters with identical topology and capacitor ratios. If the

sum of capacitor values of filter 1 is Ci and the sum of capacitor values of

filter 2 is C2 = aC\ such that every capacitor of filter 1 is a multiple of

corresponding capacitor of filter 2, then:

Civ2swi = C2v]^ =* ^(14 - vl) = C2(rs2C2 - vl).

From the above equation we can separate filter noise components by measur

ing the overall noise of the two filters. The inband noise of the filters were

measured using the set-up of figure 6.10. Figure 6.11 shows total measured

inband noise as a function of total capacitance for the PCM lowpass filter.

This curve was obtained as a best fit for the three PCM filter noise measure

ments. From these measurements the noise contribution of the op-amps we

used for the given process was 20 juV.

Figure 6.12 compares the powersupply rejection (PSR) of the three

low-pass filters with clock regulation. It is apparent from these measurements
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Figure 6.7: Photomicrograph of the PCM filter with 0.25 pF sampling ca

pacitor.



io:

Figure 6.S: Photomicrograph of the PCM filter with 4 pF sampHng capacitor.
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Figure 6.9: Photomicrographs of the PCM low-pass filters with total capac

itances of (a) 31.5 pF, (b) 126 pF, (c) 504 pF.
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Figure 6.10: The set-up for in-band noise measurements.
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Figure 6.11: In-band measured noise as a function of total capacitance for

the PCM low-pass filter.
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Figure 6.12: Power supply rejection of the PCM low-pass filters, (a) For

positive supply, (b) For negative supply.
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that there is a trade-off between the PSR and area of the filters. This might

be somewhat explained by the observation that by increasing the total capac

itance of the filter, the ratios of parasitic capacitances responsible for power

supply degradation, to integrating capacitors are reduced. The Hmit to this

improvement is expected to be the contribution of PSRs of the op-amps to

PSR of the filter.

Table 6.1 shows a comparison of the layout-dependent performances

of the three PCM filters. AU three filters have exceUent PSR which is partial

total

capacitance
(pF)

generation
time0

(cpu sec.)

area per

pole
(mils2)

total

noise

(MV)

PSRR+

@ 1 kHz

(dB)

PSRR-

@ 1 kHz

(dB)

31.5 10.18 250 85.7 46 42.5

126 8.99 350 47.8 53.6 49.4

504 15.79 780 27.8 54.5 61.7

aOn a VAX 8650 computer

Table 6.1: Summary of the performances of the PCM low-pass filters.

confirmation of good filter layouts. The short computer generation time for

these filters encourages various similar experiments.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future

Directions

A layout system for SC filters has been presented. The performance

of the system has been analyzed both theoreticaUy and experimentaUy. The

success of the project can perhaps be attributed to the use of expert advise on

layout issues responsible for filter performance degradation, use of rigorous

algorithmic approaches in exploiting the available degrees of freedom in the

layout, and restricting the problem to a computationally manageable size.

This and other similar work have shown the feasibility of automatic synthesis

tools for analog appHcations.

The most natural extensions of this work seem to be automatic lay

out generation for fuUy-differential and programmable SC filters. A difficult

problem in automatic layout of fuUy-differential filters is efficient routing of

balanced signals. There is already effort in this direction [60]. With such

capabiHty, the layout system can be used to produce area-efficient layouts

for fuUy-differential filters, as well.

A large number of SC filters are designed in such a way that their

frequency response parameters can be programmed by the appHcation of

digital control signals [61.62]. Such filters generally require a large number

of switches and capacitors per op-amp. Thus, the layouts generated by this
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system for progranunable filters are generally long with large amount of

wasted area between the op-amps. Therefore, new layout floor-planning is

required for area efficient generation of programmable filters.

Some classes of Analog-to-Digital (A/D) and Digital-to-Analog (D/A)

converters require precise matching of several capacitors. Thus, the method

presented in this thesis for generation of compact ratio-accurate capacitor

arrays can serve as a first step towards automatic layout generation for these

classes of A/D and D/A converters.

A challenging problem in SC filter module generation is to closely

couple the synthesis and layout generation steps. This can result in more

efficient circuits. Among the difficulties are developing a fast but accurate

method of simulating the filter performance criteria. The simulation results

should include layout parasitics and non-ideal behavior of filter elements. An

understanding of how the layout variables affect the performance of the filter

can help develop efficient methods for couphng the filter synthesis and the

layout generation steps.
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